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ABSTRACT 
 

The automated formation system of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is expected to be utilized for 

many applications, such as investigation on harsh and broad area, delivery, target searching, or airborne 

operations like aerial refueling and repairing. However, it is rare that the applications are operated with 

the UAV formation system, because of lack of reliability and safety. This thesis is focused on the UAV 

formation system to be operated for sophisticate applications. Therefore, the mission target estimation, 

advanced UAV formation system estimation, and safety enhanced formation control are developed. 

The target estimation is as much as important to well operating the UAVs for successful mission 

achievement. Especially, the UAV system is sometimes required operating mission with low-cost 

sensors and poor information, so dynamics-based vehicle smoothing estimation (VSE) is developed. 

Data association technique maximize the usage of information and the dynamical characteristic of the 

target improves the performance of the algorithm. The dynamics-based fIPDA/bIPDA fixed lag 

smoother is applied to prevent track missing due to the radical movement of the target. Furthermore, 

the VSE evaluates estimated target candidate to distinguish the mission target among the false objects.  

The formation estimator provides the state and condition of the formation. The inevitable respective 

errors of individual UAVs, which might not be critical for each UAV, make vital formation structural 

error. Therefore, the formation restoring algorithm not only estimate the formation but also provides the 

solution to minimize the formation error. The state constrained extended Kalman filter-based sensor 

fusion is used to find best estimation minimizing bias error on position and restoring the shape of 

formation.  

The base structure of formation control is designed with the artificial potential field and leader-follower 

formation structure. Moreover, the formation control focuses on the safety, especially, for the interaction 

of UAVs. The UAVs on the formation affects each other and those interaction could degrade the entire 

performance, and they could crash each other in the extreme. Therefore, the adaptive repulsive potential 

with stochastic analysis for neighbors is proposed, so that the UAV could prevent the crash to the 

uncertain neighbor UAVs when they fly close to each other. Furthermore, the cooperative A3C 

disturbance observer is designed for more direct interaction between UAVs. The proposed 

reinforcement learning algorithm identifies the relationship between the neighbor maneuver and 

disturbance.  

The thesis discusses each topic with the major application, the anti-drone system, which estimate the 

hostile UAV and catch it down with automated UAV formation system.  
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1.1. Motivation and Background 

Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) system has been spot lighted since many years ago. Therefore, the 

UAVs can be easily found on many areas such as filming on movie or advertisement industries, crop-

dusting on agriculture industry, and so on. However, the limitation of battery and payload weight 

discourage the expansion of applicable area. The two approaches are generally considered as solution, 

VTOL or fixed wing UAV, and formation UAV system. The fixed wing UAV can travel long distance 

with relatively small power, and it can also carry huge payload if the UAV is big enough. Therefore, the 

fixed wing or VTOL UAVs already plays active roles on many special areas such as military purposes 

or long-distance package delivery. However, they cannot perform precision missions because of the 

dynamic limitations. Therefore, the fixed wing UAV cannot substitute the rotary wing UAV for 

improvement on their application area like filming, even they could perform special missions which 

single rotary wing UAV cannot do. These circumstances rise the needs of UAV formation system.  

UAV formation system also has short operation duration, but it could achieve multiple missions at the 

same time, furthermore it could perform cooperative job like carrying heavy package, impossible for a 

single UAV. However, different to the expectation, the UAV formation system is not actively utilized in 

many areas. The major role for UAV formation system is just drone show for now. There are many 

reasons, but the most significant reason is performance which is not up to the standard for operating the 

formation reliably and safely. The poor estimation accuracy and control performance, which could be 

acceptable for a single UAV, directly degrade the cooperative mission capability. Furthermore, the low 
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cooperative operation performance risks the entire UAVs on the system. Therefore, the reliability of the 

system is questioned, so the UAV formation system cannot be utilized for various applications. Many 

prior research, which will be introduced on the section 1.2, improves various technical factors and 

performances but the practical issues and safety for operation are needed to be studied more.  

The cooperative UAV formation system is 3-dimensional automatic mass robot operating system. 

General automated single robot system is constructed with environment observer, state estimator, and 

controller. However, the cooperative UAV formation system requires additional technologies, more than 

hovering several UAVs. First of all, the formation estimation system is required; not only position and 

velocity of each UAV, but also state, geometry and relationship of formation, network condition, and 

safety. Then, the formation operating system is required to handle and respond to the estimated 

information with precise synchronized control performance. Finally, system should identify the mission 

target precisely. Each requirement is challenging research topic and many research have been studied. 

As a participation for improvement of UAV formation area, the three major research will be introduced, 

dynamics-based target trajectory estimation for target estimation, the formation restoring estimation for 

the formation system estimation, and finally, adaptive artificial repulsive potential field and cooperative 

ACRL-based disturbance observer for cooperative formation controller.  

The thesis will discuss the mission target estimation first. The target estimation is as much as important 

to well operating the UAVs for successful mission achievement. Especially, the UAV system is 

sometimes required operating mission with low-cost sensors and poor information, but there could be 

many clutters or irrelevant objects on the surveillance area. The low-cost sensors, even high-end radar, 

do not usually have the function to point out the exact target and its trajectory. Therefore, the target 

tracking algorithm has been studied. However, still it is rarely studied the identifying the true target 

among the false objects. Hence, the dynamics-based vehicle smoothing estimation (VSE) is developed 

for successful mission achievement. Data association technique maximize the usage of information and 

the dynamical characteristic of the target improves the performance of the algorithm. The dynamics-

based fIPDA/bIPDA fixed lag smoother is applied to prevent track missing due to the radical movement 

of the target. Furthermore, the VSE evaluates estimated target candidate to distinguish the mission target 

among the false objects.  

The next topic is the formation estimation. The formation estimator provides the state and condition of 

the formation. The inevitable respective errors of individual UAVs, which might not be critical for each 

UAV, make vital formation structural error. Majorly the position estimation of each UAV causes serious 

problem on the formation because of GPS. The GNSS estimates the position with signals from satellites. 

The signals are disturbed during travel through the atmosphere and obstacles, so it makes the huge 

estimation error on the GPS. Furthermore, UAV fuses the GPS measurement and acceleration measured 
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by inertia measurement unit, and it fixes the bias while sensor fusion algorithm reduces noise because 

there is not reference measure for evaluate the bias error itself. The individual bias errors on each UAV 

make significant formation structural distortion, so the formation restoring algorithm is proposed on 

this thesis. The formation restoring algorithm not only estimate the formation but also provides the 

solution to minimize the formation error. The state constrained extended Kalman filter-based sensor 

fusion is used to find best estimation minimizing bias error on position and restoring the shape of 

formation.  

Finally, the formation control system will be discussed. The base structure of formation control is 

designed with the artificial potential field and leader-follower formation structure. The artificial 

potential field (APF) method is widely proved behavior-based robot guidance algorithm, which makes 

the robot move to the goal point while it avoids the obstacles smoothly with mathematically simplest 

algorithm. The disadvantage of the artificial potential field is improvising action. The trajectory cannot 

be optimized, and sometimes inefficient. Therefore, the leader-follower algorithm is applied to organize 

the formation control system. The leader-follower algorithm provides the structure of formation, and 

the leader trajectory could be designed with various other strategies like optimal path planning. 

Therefore, the APF-base leader-follower formation control structure could obtain both side of 

advantages, such as robustness, reliability, and optimally planed trajectory. However, the advantages 

are only effective on the ideal condition. The practical system has several issues; unreliable data sharing 

and interactions between UAVs, and those flaws makes the system risky. Therefore, the proposed 

formation control algorithm, which has adaptive repulsive potential technique and cooperative A3C-

based disturbance observer, focuses on the safety, especially, for the interaction of UAVs. The adaptive 

repulsive potential with stochastic analysis for neighbors is proposed, so that the UAV could prevent 

the crash to the uncertain neighbor UAVs when they fly close to each other. Furthermore, the 

cooperative A3C disturbance observer is designed for more direct interaction between UAVs. The 

proposed reinforcement learning algorithm identifies the relationship between the neighbor maneuver 

and disturbance.  

The proposed research makes the UAV formation system be possible to be utilized for various 

applications. This paper focuses on the application of anti-drone system. The requirement of anti-drone 

system is increasing, and many systems are introduced such as signal jammer. However, the most 

effective method to catch the hostile UAV is a net, especially installed on UAV. It has demonstrated 

several times, but they used manually controlled single UAV. It is highly dependent on human factor, 

but the proposed UAV formation system could improve the anti-drone system. The target tracking 

system will automatically detect the hostile UAV and accurately estimate the trajectory of it. The 

formation of UAVs, operated with formation estimator and cooperative controller, move to catch the 
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hostile UAV carrying a net. Not only the anti-drone application, UAV formation system could be applied 

on but also carrying package to moving target application or cooperative gas leakage source detection 

mission. The details of proposed technologies will be discussed on the next chapters to explain how the 

formation system can be applied such sophisticate applications.  

 

(a) 

  

(b) (c) 

FIGURE 1.1. Applications. (a) Anti-drone, (b) Package delivery, (c) Leakage source detection 
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1.2. Review of Prior and Related Works 

1.2.1. Target tracking estimation 

The target tracking is one of the important technologies for the automated UAV formation system. For 

the most cases, the system cannot be directly provided information of the target or communicate with 

the target, system need equipment or subsystem to measure and estimate the mission target. For example, 

most of the anti-drone systems adopt a moving target indicator (MTI) with a radio detection and ranging 

(RADAR), three-dimensional light detection and ranging (3-D LIDAR), or vision-based sensors to 

monitor the hostile UAVs. The MTI system provides the position information of moving objects in the 

range of the device. However, the provided position information set is not sufficient to catch the target 

UAVs. Therefore, the target tracking algorithms are studied and applied to produce the valuable 

information from the collected data. An algorithm in [1] proposes target detection and joint estimation 

of radar range and direction of arrival of targets using two sensors. Similarly, radar scanning cycle in 

[27] is estimated to track a single UAV. Both researches discuss position estimation of a target using 

Radar, but they do not consider the practical environmental issues like obstacles and clutters. Even the 

algorithms based on the Kalman filter are applied to improve the performance on [4, 6, 8]. Other moving 

objects as false targets on low altitude could be tracked instead of the true target MUAV while cluttered 

measurement noise degrades tracking performance in practice. Therefore, the technique to identify and 

confirm the true track among the false tracks, known as false-track discrimination (FTD), is addressed 

in [2]. Especially, if the initial information of the target is not provided, it is impossible to track the right 

target because Radar as the motion capture sensors [19] do not know prior knowledge on the vehicle’s 

existence whose position and/or attitude measurements are uncertain. In addition, the UAV is an 

inherent non-linear system whose dynamic involves parametric uncertainties related to the thrust and 

aerodynamic drag coefficients. In [28], automatically initialization tracker is developed for a UAV 

which employ a Kalman filter for visual-based obstacle detection from a saliency map. The algorithm 

in [28] is applied to avoid tracking false track by using background connectivity, which requires to 

consider time-various continuity of background. In addition, there are a number of related research to 

reject false target with more reliable approaches using the characteristic of the target [10, 21-23]. In 

particular, probabilistic models in [21], and [22] utilize nine-dimensional parameter-augmented EKF, 

and the maximum likelihood approach respectively. Probabilistic data (measurement) association (PDA) 

in [3] plays an important role for tracking and estimation of target position in cluttered environment. 

However, [3] does not provide target existence probability and FTD. Later, an integrated PDA (IPDA) 

developed a formula for target existence probability to evaluate track quality measure for FTD [17, 26]. 

Multi-scan data association-based algorithms such as multiple hypothesis tracking [9] is developed for 

space target detection. In [5], another multi-scan data association-based probability hypothesis density 
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algorithm is developed for tracking multiple pedestrians in an outdoor environment. Integrated track 

splitting algorithm in [25] is developed for tracking occlusions target detections in clutter but has more 

computational complexities over IPDA. These algorithms estimate the target state based on current scan 

measurement (measured from sensor) information only. Therefore, such trackers have no reliability in 

tracking and are known as non-smoothers [16]. While a smoothing tracker relies on future scan 

measurements to compute target state estimate in past scans. This refines the tracking estimation and 

reduces estimation errors as well. The smoothing algorithms including fixed interval smoothing IPDA 

(sIPDA) [16], fixed-lag smoothing data association based on IPDA (FLIPDA-S) [14], and fixed-interval 

integrated track splitting smoothing [13] significantly reduces estimation errors and improved the FTD 

based on the smoothed probability of target existence. Later, [13] and [14] extend to the multi-target 

tracking environment described in [11] and [12], respectively. In [15], FLIPDA-S is utilized to integrate 

[11] to improve the estimation accuracy, but this causes more computational complexity. However, the 

earlier smoothing algorithms for example, an augmented state fixed-lag smoothing based on the PDA 

[15], fixed-interval smoothing based on multiple hypothesis tracker [20], and smoothing based on 

probability hypothesis density [7] does not provide FTD capability. 

 

1.2.2. Formation estimation 

There are two major approaches of effort to improve the performance of the formation navigation 

system and overcome harsh environments disturbing measurement for estimation by using new system 

has been existed.  

Automated flight on the GPS-denied environment is challenging even for a single UAV because UAV 

cannot obtain position information from the global navigation satellite system (GNSS), so it is like eye-

closing walking for human. Therefore, they use additional sensor for estimating position. [29] and [38] 

use 3-D light detection and ranging (LiDAR) sensors, and [36], [37] and [39] use vision sensors such 

as monocular camera or thermal vision sensor to estimate the relative state of multiple UAVs. It obtains 

the relative position from the features on the map and information from the neighbors so that the 

formation estimation can be possible, which is based on the multi-robot simultaneous localization and 

mapping (SLAM) method. It has advantage in robust positioning, but it requires huge computational 

cost and huge LiDAR or vision sensor devices which cannot be installed on small UAVs. Furthermore, 

the SLAM-based algorithms are sensitive to the environment conditions, so they are usually used on 

the controlled indoor environment, which is far from the anti-drone operation environment. Otherwise, 

[30] proposes a new approach to maintain the shape of formation on GPS-denied environment by using 

ultra-wide band (UWB) modules. It shows the impressive performance, but the major disadvantage is 
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that the formation cannot be configured, and it allows only the initial shape of the formation. 

Furthermore, it still does not estimate the position of the formation, it is limited to operate a mission. 

Some research like [41] introduces cooperate formation flight of GPS-denied UAVs and GPS-equipped 

UAVs, but it assumes unique condition of environment. 

The algorithms without position information from GPS or other absolute position measuring sensors 

have limitation to achieve complicated missions. Therefore, the other approaches of studies develop 

estimation algorithms dealing with disturbed GPS information. The research like [31],[32], and [33] 

directly improve the performance of the GPS dealing with signal from satellite or positioning process 

of GPS. They use differential GPS, INS, and additional telemetry or ranging to solve the differential 

ambiguity problem, so that the accuracy of positioning is improved. [34] suggests a new relative 

navigation system implying double differenced pseudo range to avoid complexity of differential 

ambiguity problem. These approaches are expected extremely accurate position estimating performance, 

but they require a base station on the ground and GPS devices which provide raw signals. Therefore, 

the methods focused on the formation navigation itself are studied as well. They use additional sensors 

to monitor the relationship between UAVs on the formation and try to minimize the relative position 

error to maximize the formation flight performance. For example, [35] presents the estimation system 

using camera for improving the relative position estimation on the unreliable GPS environment. This 

method could estimate the position of the formation and reduce the error of the relative position of the 

UAVs, but the vision-based sensors are sensitive to the environmental brightness, and it requires further 

processing like target recognition. Furthermore, the formation cannot be operated out of sight of camera. 

Therefore, the improved cooperative position estimation system is proposed for anti-drone formation 

system.  

 

1.2.3. Formation control 

Various formation flight schemes have been studied, and especially the leader-follower architecture of 

formation control scheme is widely applied for various research such as [45-48, 50-54]. The leader-

follower system has one or more leaders who generate path for the followers to track. Therefore, leader-

follower is centralized control architecture, so constructing formation system is straightforward. 

Furthermore, the centralized control system has advantage to operate the formation in global perspective, 

which means that the center could observe the entire state of the formation and make decision 

considering entire information.  

However, practical issues are reported for cooperative factors. The most critical issue is unreliable 

network. Most of the formation algorithms assume the perfect data sharing between UAVs or each UAV 
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and the operation center. Especially, the centralized control architecture is vulnerable to unintended 

network disconnection with the center unit. Therefore, [45] applies a virtual structure and [46,47] uses 

a virtual leader to overcome the weakness. The virtual leader is a conceptual leader whose state tracks 

the designated trajectory, but it does not have a physical substance. Therefore, the virtual leader could 

not be affected by external and physical events. Even though they use the virtual leader; the formation 

could be failed when the information of virtual leader is not synchronized. Therefore, some research 

develops consensus algorithm for the system [47], or other research combines another formation 

schemes to prevent the network issues. The leader-follower-based formation controller could have a 

decentralized characteristics like [51] because these systems add decentralized controller on the leader-

follower architecture to overcome the limitations. The other major approach is the behavior-based 

control such as the artificial potential field. The artificial potential field algorithm observes the 

environmental information and makes decision from it. Therefore, individual UAVs in the formation 

system could obtain ability to survive independently, so that the entire formation system becomes more 

robust and gets better adaptiveness for the dynamic circumstances and unexpected issues, which are the 

characteristics of behavior-based decentralized algorithm such as the artificial potential field algorithm. 

Many research are inspired such characteristics, so the [44] introduced a novel decentralized formation 

control algorithm using the game theory for UAVs to find optimal cooperative control by using local 

information. These sorts of decentralized algorithms are also widely applied on various systems because 

of advantages, but the performance is highly dependent on the quality and sufficiency of information. 

Especially, the neighbor information is vital for safety, but previous research do not consider the 

network condition or assume the network is steadily connected [42,43].  

The second cooperative issue for the formation system is interaction between UAVs. The movement of 

each UAV could affect each other because therefore many UAVs fly on limited area, or they could 

physically be constrained by object like wire or net. Many studies deal the uncertainty and disturbance 

with adaptive algorithm [55] and observer-based approaches [56]. Furthermore, chaotic characteristics 

of disturbance makes the neural network learning [57-61] also draw attention to the UAV control 

problems. The radial basic function neural network is applied on not only the attitude control [62], but 

also path planning or trajectory generation [63-68]. However, the adaptive neural network algorithm 

only focused on the stability, so the optimal property cannot be provided [63]. Therefore, the 

reinforcement learning techniques such as the actor-critic learning are used for optimal solutions 

[59,60,69]. However still the reinforcement learning-based control algorithms are rarely investigated, 

especially for disturbance observer.  
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1.3. Outline and Organization of Thesis 

The main contents of the thesis introducing research for cooperative formation flight system categorized 

with three chapters. Target estimation and tracking, cooperative formation estimation, and cooperative 

formation control.  

Chapter 2 introduces the target estimation and tracking and begins with dynamics of quad-rotor UAV. 

The basic target tracking with data association algorithm is briefly explained as preliminary knowledge. 

The vehicle smoothing estimation is discussed with three parts; forward tracking, backward tracking, 

and track fusion for smoothing. The chapter 2 concludes with simulation and indoor experiment. 

Chapter 3, formation estimation, majorly focused on the formation restoring algorithm. Since the 

algorithm utilizes sensor fusion, the basic knowledge for sensor fusion is introduced first. The general 

sensor fusion structures are compared with mathematical comparison, so the solid supporting 

background reasons for sensor fusion process is developed. Then the formation restoring algorithm is 

introduced and the geometry analysis is discussed to find necessary conditions to apply the algorithm 

to formation systems. Finally, the simulation and experiment prove the algorithm.  

Chapter 4, cooperative formation control, introduces formation control schemes and researches for safe 

formation operation. For the formation control architecture, artificial potential field formation methods 

are explained with two examples, potential shaping formation method and APF-based leader follower 

method. Then two research to deal with uncertainty and interaction between UAVs, adaptive repulsive 

potential, and cooperative A3C disturbance observer, are introduced. Simulation results are explained 

for both researches.  
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CHAPTER 2. Target Trajectory Estimation and Tracking1 
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2.1. Overview 

The algorithm developed in this paper is referred to as smoothing estimation of vehicle state (VSE) 

associated with FLIPDA-S algorithm to track a MUAV in clutter and false targets. The dynamic 

characteristics of the MUAV is employed to identify the MUAV as a true target and the other as false 

targets and improve the tracking performance by reinforcing probability of the true target. In addition, 

the VSE uses smoothing data association technique which associates future scan estimation from UAV 

dynamics to track for smoothing estimation. This maximizes the smoothing probability of the vehicle 

existence in the surveillance region and hence accurate the estimation results. This approach utilizes the 

IPDA filter in forward (fIPDA) and backward (bIPDA) directions, separately to fuse their predictions 

in the past scans. The forward track estimates the target state based on sensor measurements recursively 

in each scan of a smoothing interval which starts from k and ends to N. Similarly, the backward track 

 
1 This chapter contains the research published on [79]. 
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estimates the target state recursively using the sensor measurements in a reverse chronological way 

starting from Nth to kth scan. When the backward tracks arrived in kth scan, the bIPDA multi-track 

predictions are associated to a forward track for the creation of validation gate required for fusion and 

smoothing. In the fusion, smoothing prediction and innovation are obtained which selects the smoothing 

validation measurements from sensor measurements. Consequently, the algorithm associates these 

smoothing measurements to tracks and calculates their measurement association probabilities which are 

required to obtain the VSE smoother state and state existence probability. Moreover, the smoothing 

measurements and their association probabilities are utilized to update the fIPDA track. This reinforces 

the forward track for tracking the target efficiently. The similar derivations of FLIPDA-S are utilized in 

this algorithm for vehicle trajectory estimation. The results are verified in comparison to existing 

algorithm using both experiments and simulations. 

 

2.2. UAV dynamic model 

 
FIGURE 2.1. Quadrotor UAV 

A UAV is capable of vertical take-off, landing and hovering at a desired position with several thrust 

rotors which can control six degrees of freedom (DOFs) motion; translation and rotation (pitch ( ), 

roll ( ) and yaw ( )) along x, y and z axes). Fig. 2.1 illustrates the MUAV consists of four rotors 

called as quadcopter.  

Denote the NED (North-East-Down) frame by  E E EE x ,y ,z   as a reference frame and the body 

fixed frame by  B B BB x ,y ,z  for dynamic analysis. The position vector for the UAV with respect to 

the NED frame is expressed by  Tx y zρ  and its Euler’s angles with respect to the NED frame 

is expressed by  T  Φ . The dynamic model of the UAV is derived from the kinematic model 

and affected forces on the UAV. The state vector x consists of the 3-dimensional position and velocity 

vectors in NED frame and 3-dimensional rotation in each axis; and their angular velocities; i.e. defined 

by  1 2

Tx x x   where  1

Tx ρ Φ   and 2 1d dtx x  .  1 2 3 4u u u uu   denotes the four 

forces from the actuator which are total thrust force and 3-directional moments, respectively. The 
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nonlinear dynamic model can be expressed such as (2-1) and (2-2). 

  2 1 2f , ,x x x u  (2-1) 
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 (2-2) 

where m and I represent mass and moment of inertia of the UAV respectively; g is gravitational 

acceleration. 

The dynamic model in (2-1) needs to be linearized and discretized for integration with the VSE 

algorithm. An equilibrium point for the linearization is decided as 1 3 1 3 1 30 0 0
T

eq eq      x ρ  for 

generality. The input vector is decided as  1 30
T

mg u  from the equilibrium point. The linearized 

dynamic model of the UAV is expressed in (2-3). 

 2 1A B x x u  (2-3) 

where A and B are system and input matrices expressed in (2-4) and (2-5), respectively. 
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  3 1 0 0 1
T

M m   (2-7) 

where  xx yy zzI diag I ,I ,I  is the diagonal inertia matrix, 0m n  are m by n zeros matrices.  

The state x k is propagated from past scan k – 1 to kth scan by using (2-8). 

 1 1 1k k k kF D    x x u v  (2-8) 

where F and D represent the discretized state matrix and the discretized input matrix, respectively, and 

1kv  is the plant noise modelled using a white Gaussian with a zero-mean with covariance kQ . 
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2.3. Vehicle smoothing estimate (VSE) approach 

2.3.1. Probabilistic data association 

Integrated probabilistic data association (IPDA) was presented by D. Musicki in 1992 [74], and various 

advanced target tracking algorithms have been studied from it. It explains the method to evaluate series 

of data sets, identify the trajectory of moving object and track the labeled object. The IPDA follows 

following steps. First, two step initialization generates track candidates comparing the current 

measurement set and the previous measurement set. Second, the generated track candidates are merged 

into the labeled tracks if they are similar enough. Also, remove tracks which do not likely exist when 

probability of existence becomes less than threshold et . Third, each track propagates one step with 

kinematic or dynamic model. Fourth, measurements are evaluated with probabilistic distance, and 

remove the measurements looks like clutters. Fifth, probabilistic weight for each measurement   is 

computed. Finally, correct tracks with weighted measurements. Fig 2.2 describes the process. 

 
FIGURE 2.2. IPDA process. 

The smoothing data association technique of FLIPDA-S [14] is utilized for target UAV trajectory 

smoothing estimation (VSE) in clutter. The VSE approach is implemented in the fixed measurement 

interval [2] which has length of n and consists of N – k + 1 scans (where N is last scan index and k is 

first scan index of an interval) as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. For example, n=8 which include the scans k=1, 

2, …, 8. Smooth and discard four earliest scans so that next subsequent interval can be overlapped by 

adding four new scans. Thus, the next interval entertains the scans k=5, 6, …, 12. This overlapping of 

the fixed interval limits the smoothing delay and maximizes the smoothing estimation. Each smoothing 
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interval includes measurement-time sequence  1
k

k k NZ , , , Z Z Z , where kZ  represents the set of 

measurements in each scan starting from scan k and ending to scan N. kZ  includes the information 

on UAV state kx   as well as clutter where clutter is generated by the unknown sources like some 

robotic movable balls used in this experiment. The clutter measurement density of the ith position 

measurement k ,iZ  in kth scan is  k ,i k ,i  Z . k ,iZ  is a UAV state position measurement, if it exists 

and detected with detection probability PD expressed in (2-9). 

 k ,i k kH w Z x  (2-9) 

where H   collects only position measurement from kx  , and kw   represents the white Gaussian 

vehicle position noise which have a zero-mean and a known covariance matrix kR . 

FIGURE 2.3. Overlapping fixed measurement interval. 

 

2.3.2. Tracking in forward direction 

The VSE algorithm employs the IPDA derivations for forward tracking (fIPDA). Tracks are initialized 

based on measurements received from each consecutive scan (two-point measurements initialization 

[2]). The fIPDA tracks move forward in time until they arrive in last scan N of the smoothing interval 

[k, N]. However, there are no tracks in initial scans k=1 and k=2 due to two-point measurements 

employment from these two consecutive scans needed to initialize a track in k=3. Each track has a 

hybrid state composed of target state kx  (i.e.,  1 2

T

k ,x x x ) and target existence event k  and has 

an initial probability of target existence  1 1k kP |  Z . The forward track propagates the probability 

density function (pdf) of the UAV state vector conditioned on measurement 1kZ ,  1 1 1k k kP | ,  x Z  

from scan k – 1 to scan k using a Kalman Filter predictor ( preKF ) in (2-10). 
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  1 1 1 1 1 1k|k k|k pre k |k k |k k k
ˆˆ,P KF ,P ,F ,Q        x x  (2-10) 

The priori target state 1 1k |k
ˆ  x  and the covariance on scan k-1 propagate to posteriori target state 1k|kx  

and its covariance by the UAV dynamic model in (2-8). The input u  is zero matrix for the propagation, 

except hovering thrust, 1u   because there is no information about the angular moment inputs. The 

prediction based on the UAV dynamics could compute and compare the candid state of targets whether 

it is like a UAV. On the other hand, the result of prediction could be far from the real target movement 

if the target has different dynamical characteristics to the UAV. It leads that the covariance of the target 

UAV becomes smaller than that of other false targets. Therefore, the VSE algorithm could identify the 

UAV out of the other objects. 

In addition, probability of a target existence event is updated using the target state transition probability 

α in (2-11) required for the propagation of the target existence probability from scan k-1 to scan k. 

    1 1 1k k k kP | P |    Z Z  (2-11) 

For fIPDA update, track constructs a validation gate based on measurements kZ  to associate only 

selected validation measurements using a selection criterion in (2-12) [3]. 

 1T
k ,i k k ,iS  δ δ  (2-12) 

where   is the selection threshold used for selecting validation measurement k ,iz  from k ,iZ  which 

depends on the measurement gating probability GP  [2] and the surveillance area, k ,iδ  and kS  are 

measurement innovation and covariance of k ,iZ  expressed in (2-13). 
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δ Z x
 (2-13) 

The likelihood of the ith validated measurement k ,iz  is calculated in (2-14). Otherwise, (2-14) becomes 

zero if k ,iZ  fails the criterion in (2-12). 

 
 1k ,i k|k k
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 (2-14) 

The track likelihood ratio is computed by using (2-14) in (2-15). 

 1 k ,i
k D G D G

i k ,i

l
P P P P


     (2-15) 

Each feasible measurement-to-track association has a data association probability k ,i   which is 
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proportional to the product of the detection probability and measurement likelihood expressed in (2-

16). 
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which is used to approximate the track estimates obtained in (2-17) by one Gaussian pdf estimation 

mean and covariance in (2-18). 

  1 1k|k ,i k|k ,i Est k ,i k k|k k|k
ˆˆ ,P KF ,R , ,P    x z x  (2-17) 

where EstKF   represents the Kalman Filter estimator which computes the state estimate of the ith 

measurement selected in kth scan. 
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The fIPDA target existence probability is estimated based on (2-15) in (2-19). 
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2.3.3. Tracking in backward direction 

The backward tracks of VSE are initialized by two-point initialization method using two consecutive 

scans received from an interval  1
k

k k NZ , , , Z Z Z . Note that there are no backward tracks in last 

two scans, N and N-1. Therefore, the bIPDA tracks recursion starts from scan k+1 (i.e., N-2) using the 

updated backward state pdf  1 1 1k k kP | ,  x Z   accompanied with an bIPDA initial probability of 

target state existence  1 1k kP | Z    and propagates in each scan moving backward in time until they 

arrive at first scan k of an interval. Then, repeat (2-10) – (2-19) conditioning on k+1, and on 

measurements 1k Z  (i.e., replacing subscript k-1 by k+1) for backward multi-track estimation in each 

scan. Thus, the bIPDA track propagation provides state predictions 1k|k


x , 1k|kP
 , and  1k kP | Z , 

and the bIPDA track update provides state estimates k|k
ˆ x , k|kP̂ , and  k kP | Z  (where τ indicates 

backward track label). 
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Each of the fIPDA recursive track modifies its validation gate assuming the bIPDA multi-tracks 

prediction as a set of measurements in the forward track. Therefore, the measurement selection criterion 

is applied using (2-20a and b) in (2-12) in order to select the bIPDA validation prediction required for 

fusion in (2-21). Thus, VSE algorithm associates validated bIPDA measurements to fIPDA track to 

obtain the smoothing predictions expressed in (2-21). 

 1 1k ,i k|k k|k


  δ x x  (2-20a) 
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where IF represents information fusion predictor. 

Unlike FLIPDA-S, UAV state existence probability of τth track plays a leading role in computing the 

predicted smoothing vehicle existence probability in kth scan expressed in (2-22). 
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where subscript N\k indicates that this fusion is not based on kZ , and N\k  represents the VSE hybrid 

track (forward-backward) likelihood ratio expressed in (2-23) [16]. 
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Where nTracksk A    (where nTracks denotes number of tracks in backward-path and A is 

surveillance area) is the estimated bIPDA false-track clutter density [14]. The VSE calculates the 

forward-to-backward measurement association probability with respect to validated τth track using (2-

23) in (2-24). Otherwise, 1k D G N\kP P   . 

 
 1 1 1 1D k|k k|k k|k k|k

k
N\k k
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x x
 (2-24) 

Fig. 2.4 illustrates smoothing procedure where fusion filter (predictor) fuses state predictions 

conditioning on k|k+1 and on k|k–1, in 
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FIGURE 2.4. Smoothing: forward/backward fusion and VSE update 

the forward-path track. Each information fusion prediction (2-21) is approximated by one Gaussian pdf 

smoothing prediction mean and covariance using (2-24) in (2-25) required for smoothing update as 

described in the next section. 
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2.3.4. Multi-rotor unmanned aerial vehicle smoothing estimation 

The predicted smoothing state obtained by forward track in (2-25) is used in (2-13) (replacing 1k|kx  

and 1k|kP   ) to select the smoothing validation measurement k ,iz   from kZ   using the validation 

selection criterion in (2-12) as shown in Fig. 2.2. Similarly, repeat from (2-14) to (2-19) based on k ,iz  

and conditioning on scan N\k (i.e., replacing subscript k|k-1 by k|N\k) to calculate the smoothing 

measurement association probability k ,i  , smoothing vehicle state estimate k|N ,ix̂   and state 

covariance k|N ,iP̂ . The smoothing estimates are approximated by one Gaussian pdf smoothing mean and 

covariance using k ,i  in (2-26). 
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  (2-26) 

The predicted smoothing vehicle state existence probability obtained in (2-22) is updated in kth scan 
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conditioning on NZ  expressed in (2-27). 
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For efficient tracking (refer to Fig. 2), the forward track is again updated based on smoothing 

measurements k ,iz   and their association probabilities k ,i   in (2-17) and (2-18) respectively to 

upgrade the fIPDA track estimate. The fIPDA likelihood (2-14) is also recalculated based on k ,iz  to 

update the fIPDA target existence probability in (2-19). Finally, the updated fIPDA track is propagated 

to next scan using (2-10). In the next scan, the existing fIPDA tracks are concatenated to newly 

initialized forward tracks and consequently, the VSE algorithm iterates from (2-10) to (2-27) for 

recursive VSE estimation. Since, the forward track is updated based on future (smoothing) 

measurements, the forward track becomes more robust for fusion and smoothing in each scan. This 

significantly improves the trajectory estimation and tracking results in cluttered environment.  

The FTD procedure of VSE is similar to FLIPDA-S, where the smoothed target existence probability is 

used to confirm/terminate track based on the predefined confirmation/termination threshold. For the 

VSE track output, only confirmed track is used. However, the VSE tracker does not know priori 

information about the target state and existence in the presence of non-uniform motion of clutter. 

Therefore, VSE compare the covariance matrices of the smoother state (which may be either the 

estimate of target or clutter measurement) and the initialized forward track state in (2-28) to identify 

and confirm the true track for output statistics calculation. Note that smoother state estimate of the target 

state must possesses a low determinant of covariance matrix due to smoothing effect as comparing to 

that of clutter.  

    2 2
T T

k ,N |
ˆvar det HP H det HP H   (2-28) 

where 2 2|P  is the initialized forward track covariance matrix, and H selects the position covariance. 

This algorithm is described in terms of pseudo code in Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1 VSE Pseudo Code 

1: For k:N do 

2:  fIPDA track estimation conditioning on k – 1 and on Zk – 1 

3:  (2-10) - (2-19) 
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4:  fIPDA track state estimation:  | |, ,P |k k k k k kP Zx   

5:  fIPDA track state prediction with UAV dynamic model:  | 1 | 1 1, ,P |k k k k k kP  Zx   

6: end 

7: For k:N do 

8:  bIPDA track estimation conditioning on k + 1 and on Zk + 1  

9:  (2-10) - (2-19) 

10:  bIPDA track state estimation:  | |
ˆˆ , ,P |k k k k k kP  x Z  

11:  bIPDA track state prediction:  | 1 | 1 1
ˆˆ , ,P |k k k k k kP  

  x Z  

12: end 

13: For k:N do 

14:  track fusion k|k + 1 and k|k – 1 in the forward-path track 

15:  (20) – (25) 

16:  VSE track state smoothing conditioning on scan N\k and on ZN\k (13) – (17) 

17:  Smoothing estimation based on k ,iz  and  Pk ,i k ,N k ,N k N
ˆˆ, ,P , | Z x   

18:  fIPDA track state update based on k ,iz  and on k ,i  (2-14) – (2-19) 

19:  forward track confirmation/termination based on (27) 

20:  Test Track using (28): if isTrue(var) 

21:   confirmed true track (CTT) output 

22:  else 

23:   confirmed false track (CFT) 

24:  end 

25: end 
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2.4. Simulation and experiment 

The results of VSE are compared with IPDA algorithm for tracking quadcopter UAV in clutter. Table 1 

lists the typical value of parameters. In this environment, the target starts from an initial position [-1.98, 

-1.34, -0.15]T and non-uniformly moves in the presence of three randomly moving clutters. The motion 

capture sensor returns the measurements to the algorithm for estimation. This section is composed of 

two parts: 1) Simulation results, and 2) Experimental results.  

TABLE I 
Algorithm Configuration for the Experiments 

Parameter Description Value 

T (sec) Time step 0.25 

# of Scans Number of time step 83 

  State transition probability 0.98 

DP  Probability of detection 0.8 

A Surveillance area (m) in x, y, z [3,4,6] 

ρk,i Measurement density in of Zk,i 5 x 10-4 m-3 

Rk Measurement noise 0.08I3 * 

σ Measurement selection threshold 0.5 

*I3 is 3x3 identity matrix 

 

2.4.1. Simulation result 

Real-time position measurements are employed to verify the VSE algorithm from 100 Monte Carlo 

simulation runs where each run has 83 scans. In addition, a number of clutters are randomly generated 

using non-homogeneous Poisson distribution (Nagappa, Delande, Clark, & Houssineau, 2017) in each 

scan. Fig. 2.5 shows the surveillance scenario for one run. For smoothing estimation, around 32,266 

(≈323 per run) forward tracks and 33,739 (≈337 per run) backward tracks were initialized in the 

simulation. These tracks are initialized based on maximum target velocity of 15 m/sec in each scan.  
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FIGURE 2.5. MUAV and VSE trajectories in clutter for one run 

The execution time of the VSE algorithm depends on various factors for example, detection probability, 

measurement density, number of targets/objects and surveillance boundary region. In this environment, 

the average execution time per scan of VSE is 6.7 msecs and that of IPDA is 3.2 msecs. For a fair FTD 

comparison, the tracks of IPDA and VSE are initialized using the same initial probability of target 

existence however, the confirmation threshold of the algorithms is varied to obtain the same number of 

confirmed false tracks (≈ 3). 

  

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2.6. (a) CTTRs of VSE and IPDA (b) RMSEs of VSE and IPDA. 

Figs. 2.6 (a) and (b) show confirmed true track rates (CTTRs) and root-mean square position estimation 

errors (RMSEs) of IPDA and VSE in comparison respectively. IPDA is the non-smoothing algorithm 

which relies on current scan measurement only and therefore, it missed the target at many instants 
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depicted in Fig. 2.6(a). In addition, IPDA generates higher estimation errors as compared to VSE 

depicted in Fig. 2.6(b). However, the CTTR of the VSE is quite faster than that of IPDA due to 

smoothing effect which tends to reduce the RMSEs as well. 

 

2.4.2. Experimental results 

The experiment is performed to prove practicality of the VSE algorithm for MUAVs in real-time 

environment comparing to global nearest neighbor (GNN) method with Kalman filter in Sinha, Ding, 

Kirubarajan, & Farooq (2012) and IPDA algorithm in Mušicki, Evans, & Stankovic (1994). The 

significant difference between GNN and IPDA is data association method; IPDA associates data using 

the measurements on gating region and data association probability, but GNN choses the nearest 

measurement. The experiment is performed in 3m x 4m surveillance area, depicted on the Fig. 2.7 (a). 

Three false targets, designed with the small spherical robots (Fig. 2.7 (c)), would randomly move around 

the test area. The multicopter UAV (Fig. 2.7 (b)) is the target which would fly across the surveillance 

area through the other objects, the false targets. 

The experimental system including motion capture system and tracking system is described in Fig. 2.8. 

The position of the target and the false targets is measured by a motion capture system simultaneously 

with 120Hz in each scan and the clutters are also generated with the same method to the simulation, 

non-homogeneous Poisson distribution with 10 expected number of clutters in each scan. The 

algorithms are programmed using the Matlab on the ground station.  
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(b) 

 

(a) (c) 

FIGURE 2.7. Experimental setup: (a) experiment environment; (b) UAV as a 

target (c) spherical robot for false targets. 

 

 

FIGURE 2.8. Experimental setup block diagram 

The VSE algorithm receives the measurements from the motion capture system and tracks a target by 

estimating the position of moving objects in the cluttered environment. In addition, it can distinguish 

the UAV among the tracked objects. In fact, the motion capture system could tag and track each object 

by itself; however, the position data need to be untagged for proving the algorithm’s sake, so that the 

tracking algorithm sorts out the specific target track information among the set of mixed position data 

of the target UAV and the false target objects. 

Furthermore, it is simulated that measurement of position data is missing randomly for a few seconds. 
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The algorithm cannot proceed to compute the missing tracks and then they become two different tracks 

considered as different objects. It could be prevented by the track reconstruction function which 

associates two different tracks from the same object. The reconstruction function requires an assumption 

that the object cannot be appear or disappear in the middle of the observation space. The function checks 

existence of the eliminated true track when the new track is confirmed. If there is the eliminated true 

track before, the function estimates the possible maneuvers from the end point of eliminated true tracks 

to the start point of the new track. The Fig. 8 show that the function associates the disconnected tracks 

with red dashed lines. Fig. 2.9 (a) shows the track reconstruction function associates the track 2 and 

track 6 which are estimated from the same object. The 4, 5, and 7 tracks, estimated from the same object, 

also be associated in the Fig. 2.9 (b). 

The set of position data is provided to the three different tracking algorithms, GNN with Kalman filter, 

IPDA and VSE algorithm, simultaneously and tracking performance of trajectory estimation is 

compared corresponding to the algorithms. The common variables for the algorithms are equally 

configured, so that the estimation results only depend on the difference of the algorithms. The 

configuration of common variables is described in Table 1. In addition, it is investigated the ability to 

identify that the target is the UAV or not by availability of the initial target position. 

Figs. 2.10 (a, d), (b, e) and (c, f) show the experimental results of different algorithms, the GNN, the 

IPDA, and the VSE algorithms, without the initial position of the target and demonstrate the effect of 

the UAV dynamics associated with the algorithms, respectively. It will be required to identify a UAV as 

a target initially and assumed to track the target without an initial position. The results show that GNN 

method with Kalman difference on the covariance matrixes. 

  

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 2.9. Track reconstruction function: (a) track association between track 2 and 6; (b) track 

association of track 4, 5, and 7. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

 
  

(d) (e) (f) 

FIGURE 2.10. Target tracking among cluttering environment: (a) and (d) GNN method without initial position of the 

target; (b) and (e) IPDA algorithm without initial position of the target; (c) and (f) VSE algorithm without initial position 

of the target. 

Fig. 2.11 compares the experimental results of the algorithms with initial position of the true target. If 

the initial target position is known, the desired target UAV trajectory can be tracked by the three different 

tracking algorithms. The results show that VSE estimates the trajectory of the target UAV more precisely 

than others. The root mean square error of estimated trajectory of VSE is 0.0225, but that of GNN and 

IPDA are 0.0349 and 0.0272, respectively, shown in Table II. 

TABLE II 
Performance comparison of the Experiments 

Algorithm RMSE (m) 

Kalman Filter with GNN 0.0349 

IPDA 0.0272 

VSE with FLIPDA-S 0.0225 
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FIGURE 2.11. Tracking comparison for the algorithms with initial position of the target. 
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3.1. Overview 

Cooperative system, including multi-vehicle swarm and formation flight, is an operation system for 

multi-agent. The cooperative system is applied for the tasks that a single agent cannot handle itself, such 

as broad area investigation in a limited operation time, or huge package delivery. Actions of individual 

UAVs affect the states of not only near UAVs but also entire system in such cooperative operations. 

Therefore, the system is required to monitor the interactions and relative states between agents for 

precise control and operations. Therefore, the UAV formation flight is far from the just flight of multiple 

UAVs, but the UAV formation system should estimate not only the condition of each UAV but also 

relative state of cooperative UAVs. The estimation for each UAV could be reliable for a single unit, but 

it cannot be guaranteed for the formation group flight because information is limited by various reasons 

such as sensor issues, communication issues, and structural complexity. Especially, position bias error 

on each UAV is the most practical problem for the formation estimation because the individual position 

bias error distorts the entire relative positions and global formation shape.  
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An UAV has an inertia measurement unit (IMU) and GPS for position and attitude estimation. Both 

devices have noise and bias error like any other sensors. The bias error on the IMU can be calibrated 

with specific procedures and configuration, but error on GPS cannot be removed because a reference 

information to calibrate the GPS does not exist. The RTK GPS system provides an artificial reference 

to calibrate the GPS error by using the base module on the ground, but it is not an option for the anti-

drone formation system because of the spatial limitation of the RTK GPS system. The other method to 

minimize the error on the GPS is sensor fusion technique which is widely used for most of the UAVs. 

Since the accelerometer on the IMU is extremely sensitive and more accurate than the GPS, it could 

reduce the variance of the GPS position information, and the GPS provides the absolute position 

information instead. However, the sensor fusion of the accelerometer and the GPS cannot handle the 

bias error on the global position, so the estimated position data has low variance but large bias. It causes 

the serious problem for the formation flight performance because the randomly constructed position 

bias error on each UAV makes the UAVs on the formation be dislocated. It has been one of the major 

issues for the formation flight, so it is studied on various research.  

The purpose of the proposed system is to estimate the bias error on the relative position of UAVs, so 

that the formation could make the intended shape accurately. The algorithm estimates the bias error 

using the sensor fusion technique for the biased GPS information and the distance information between 

UAVs measured by UWB modules. Furthermore, the algorithm uses the stochastic neighbor estimator 

for improved navigation. Therefore, the complicate cooperative formation mission could be achieved 

by using proposed algorithms even with corrupted GPS information. 

 

3.2. Preliminary: Sensor fusion 

Sensor fusion is state estimator using system model and various sensors. There are various sensor fusion 

methods, and the probabilistic method, which is developed from Bayesian filter, will be discussed. The 

objective of sensor fusion is the best estimation from the provided information, identical to the filters, 

observers, and optimizers. Initial stage robots use single or very few sensors to estimate its state. Thus, 

the filters are developed to reject noise and obtain accurate result from chaotic data. Later, the synergetic 

usage of multiple sensors is spotlighted because the robots or vehicles requires more sophisticated 

operations, but each sensor has limitation. Therefore, the sensor fusion structures and methods have 

been developed and applied on those systems. Sensor fusion methods suggest strategies for effective 

usage of information for different condition of systems and sensors. Therefore, sensor fusion methods 

have not only different filters but also structures. The most generally used sensor fusion structures are 

the sequential sensor fusion and the track-to-track sensor fusion. The sequential sensor fusion has a 
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singular filter structure, so it is the simplest structure. Each fusion starts with state propagation with 

system model, and it is corrected with updated measurement. Therefore, measurement with high 

sampling rate is frequently used for state correction, but measurement with slow sampling rate has fewer 

contribution for state correction. The track-to-track sensor fusion structure has multiple tracks, which 

are estimators for each sensor. Sensors could have different characteristics, so each track is designed to 

obtain the best estimation of each sensor. Then, the fusion center collects the estimated states on tracks 

and fuse them into the final estimated state. Sequential and track-to-track sensor fusion could be 

analytically compared with probabilistic approach, which starts from the     1 2
k k

kp x | y , y  . 

    1 2
k k

kp x | y , y  is the goal of the sensor fusion, the probabilistic density function of kth state kx  from 

 1
ky  and  2

ky , which are measurement sets from the first measurement to the kth measurement obtained 

from different sensors. Equation (3-1) is derived from Bayesian equation of conditional probabilistic 

density function,     1 2
k k

kp x | y , y  with assumptions that the sensor noises follow normal distribution 

with covariance 1R  and 2R , respectively. 
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The denominator terms are normalization factors, and  1 1;k k|k k|k
ˆN x x ,P   is predicted state by using 

system model, which can be expressed as  1 1 1 1; T
k k |k k |k

ˆN x Fx ,FP F Q      .   1 11 ; kkN y H x ,R   and 

  2 22 ; kkN y H x ,R  are correction process of measurement set  1
ky  and  2

ky , respectively. Therefore, 

the equation (3-1) describes the process of sequential sensor fusion structure. On the other hand, the 

track-to-track sensor fusion structure need to be derived from each estimation track, which can be 

expressed as (3-2). 
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 (3-2) 

The tracks are fused by multiplication of normal distribution like the equation (3-3). C  is normalize 

factor. 
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Equation (3-2) shows difference between sequential sensor fusion,     1 2
k k

kp x | y , y , and track-to-track 

sensor fusion,          1 1 2 2
k k

k kp x | y p x | y . If the fusion of predictions of each track is identical with the 

state prediction of the sequential sensor fusion structure, the estimation results of both methods are 

same, but if not, the track-to-track sensor fusion is different to the ideal form of the sensor fusion.  

However, it is different story for multi-rate fusion. The track-to-track sensor fusion structure has 

advantages for multi-rate fusion because separated estimation tracks could be modified for various 

conditions of system such as delay [72]. The Fig. 3.1 (a) describes general track-to-track sensor fusion 

structure with multi-rate system. The track 1 is filter track for fast sampling rate sensor, and the track 2 

is for the sensor with slow sampling rate. They provide estimated states and covariance matrix to the 

fusion center simultaneously whenever fusion center is processed. Therefore, the fusion center could 

estimate the fused state without effect of sampling rate difference.  

Furthermore, the track-to-track sensor fusion structure is flexible to be modified because of the modular 

tracks. Therefore, each track could be modified for the condition of the system or better estimation 

approaches. [71] introduced different structures of track-to-track sensor fusion structure and compared 

them. The Fig. 3.1 (a) and (b) describes the track-to-track fusion for different sampling rate sensors 

without information feedback and with information feedback, respectively. According to [71], the 

information feedback on track-to-track sensor fusion degrades the accuracy and fusion time. 

Furthermore, the centralized sensor fusion shows the better performance than the track-to-track sensor 

fusion structures.   

 
FIGURE 3.1.  Track-to-track sensor fusions for different sampling rate sensors (a)no feedback, (b)feedback from center 
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The sequential sensor fusion is used for the formation restoring algorithm from the comparison on Fig 

3.2. Fig. 3.2 shows the comparison of four sensor fusion structure by applying on the formation restoring 

algorithm. Fig. 3.2 (a) is sequential sensor fusion with general Kalman filter, and (b) uses UKF, and the 

result is similar. Otherwise, (c) and (d) is track-to-track fusion structure, and fusion tracks of (c) are 

purely independent to the fused state, but fusion tracks of (d) are fed the fused state from fusion center 

as Fig. 3.1 (b) [71]. The sequential sensor fusion shows better performance for the formation restoring 

algorithm.  

 
FIGURE 3.2.  Fusion structure comparison 

 

3.3. Formation restoring algorithm 

The formation restoring algorithm aims to compensate the relative state error of UAVs for accurate and 

safe cooperative operation of UAV formation system. Each UAV estimates its own state using 

independently measured data from IMU and GPS. Sensors has noise and bias error on measurement, 

and also external factors like disturbance could make difference between estimation result and the real 
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state. Since estimation systems of agents are independent each other, the errors of UAVs are not identical. 

These asynchronous errors make the relative state error on the formation system. Especially, the GPS 

bias error is major issue for the relative state error of the formation, because it has about 2 meters of 

position bias error, which is comparatively significant number than other errors. It cannot be 

compensated by each UAV itself, because the result is already the best estimation form the local 

estimator. Therefore, the external sensor is required to measure relative information between UAVs, and 

the global estimator is needed to remove the error on the local estimators. Fig. 3.3 is the block diagram 

of the UAV formation system with the formation restoring algorithm, which includes UAVs as the global 

sensor and the formation restoring algorithm as the global estimator. The UWB measures the relative 

distance between UAVs and feed the information to the formation restoring algorithm. The system 

removes the bias error on the local estimation result be   by adding the restoring vector r   on the 

position setpoint. Therefore, the input for the position controller would be  sp b
ˆ  ρ ρ e r , and if the 

b e r  becomes zero, the formation would be restored. Thus, the purpose of the formation restoring 

algorithm is estimating the restoring vector to remove the bias error. The sensor fusion structure is used 

to evaluate the optimal estimation of the restoring vector on the algorithm. Then, the simulation and 

experiment are demonstrated for prove the performance of the algorithm.  

 
FIGURE 3.3.  System block diagram for the UAV formation system with the formation restoring algorithm 
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3.3.1. Condition for the formation restoring algorithm 

The formation structural error is numerical index to explain the difference between the desired 

formation shape and constructed shape by UAVs. The geometry explains the congruence of polygon 

with several conditions, and one of them is that the lengths of associated edges are identical for two 

polygons. Therefore, the formation structural error can be defined from the idea; the formation structure 

is identical to the desired structure if all relative distances of UAVs are identical to the associated relative 

desired distances. Therefore, the formation structural error is defined as the mean of the relative distance 

error.  

The relative distance error for ith UAV and jth UAV is described as    ij ij
f gρ ρ .  i

fρ  is a relative 

formation setpoint from the formation reference, flρ , for ith UAV, designed by operator. Therefore, the 

 i
fl fρ ρ  would be the setpoint for ith UAV,  i

spρ . However, UAVs cannot reach the setpoint position, 

but they approach to the gρ  because of bias error on position, be , as describe on Fig. 3.4. Therefore, 

the relative distance of UAVs,  ij
gρ  is different to the desired relative distance,  ij

fρ , and the relative 

distance error,    ij ij
f gρ ρ , implies bias errors,  i

be  and  j
be . Therefore, the formation structural 

error, fe  is defined as (3-3). 

The formation structural error will be removed when the relative distance errors of all UAV pairs are 

removed. Thus, the formation restoring algorithm would be designed with the estimation objective to 

minimize the relative distance error. Since each relative distance error      ij ij ij
f f ge  ρ ρ  is positive, 

all the relative distance errors on the UAV formation will be regulated to zero if fe  becomes zero.  

The optimization problem will be formulated to find the optimal states which minimize the formation 

structural error, and the problem will be solve with the stochastic recursive state estimator using sensor 

fusion structure.  
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FIGURE 3.4.  Condition for rejecting distortion on formation 

 

3.3.2. Sensor fusion for formation restoring algorithm 

The state for the formation restoring algorithm contains a set of the position of UAVs and set of the 

restoring vectors as described on (3-4). P  contains the position state ρ  for UAVs, which is the best 

estimation of GPS measurement, so it is biased position estimation. R , set of restoring vectors, is 

defined for each UAV, which makes the formation structural error be minimized by computing the 

restored position vector, guρ , as described on Fig. 3.4. 
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 (3-4) 

The restored position vector guρ  should be estimated on the space which satisfies the condition makes 

the formation structural error be zero. Since the relative distance error is positive value, every relative 

distance error needs to be zero to make the formation structural error be zero. Therefore, the state 
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constraints could be defined as (3-5). 

           0ij * ij ij * ij * ij
gu g d    ρ ρ ρ r  (3-5) 

The best estimation of GPS position *ρ  might not be on the constrained space, but the optimally 

estimated restoring vector *r  makes the estimated position get to the feasible space. Therefore, *ρ  

is estimated to minimize the position error and *r   is estimated to satisfy the constraints with 

minimum effort. The position error is      i i iE  ρ z  , where      1 2 TNE E ,E , ,E   
     , and 

TJ E E    is objective function for the position error. The restoring vector follows the characteristics 

of the bias error because the best estimation of the restoring vector is be  . Since the stochastic 

characteristic of bias error is assumed as  3 1;0b eN ,e , the restoring vector error can be expressed as 

       i i i
r bE E  r e r   and its objective function is expressed as T

r r rJ E E   where 

     1 2 TN
r r r rE E ,E , ,E    . The total objective function is derived as sum of the objective functions, 

rJ J J  . Therefore, it is optimization problem with quadratic form of errors, and the recursive least 

square based sensor fusion algorithm is used to get the optimal state. 

The probability expression of optimal state *X   is  * k k k
k d rp | , ,X z z z  . dz  , which is the relative 

distance measurement, is for the constraints, but constraints can be considered as perfect measurement. 

Therefore, it can be expressed as measurement. rz  is not real measurement but act like measurement 

to minimize the objective function, and it helps the stability of estimator, and it will be discussed later. 

According to Bayesian rule and Markov rule, it could be organized to (3-6). 
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 The transition model is designed as    1 1k k k kp | N ;F ,Q X X X X  , where 

6 6
T

N NF I ,Q E ww      . Therefore, the convolution product with previous state will be (3-5), which 

is model based prediction for sensor fusion.  

      
1

1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

k

k k k T
k k k d r k k k |k k |kX

p | p | , , d N ;F ,FP F Q


  
        X X X z z z X X X  (3-7) 

The sensor models are described as (3-8), (3-9) and (3-10). (3-11) is augmented sensor model equation.  
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The objective functions and the constraints are organized as augmented measurement model form, like 

(3-11), for the sensor fusion structure. If the sensor models follow gaussian distribution, (3-6) is 

organized as (3-12). 

(3-12) describes the sequential sensor fusion process with state constraints to restore formation structure.  

The sensor model for the position, which described as (3-9), is general description for the position 

measurement like GPS, but the other models are not ordinary sensor models of the filter-based estimator. 

Therefore, the effect of equations for the restoring vectors and constraints needs to be discussed.  

The restoring vector is not actual measurement, but it is formulated as the sensor model with zero 

measurement, like (3-10). The equation itself is reasonable because, as described before, the restoring 

vector is assumed to follow the characteristic of the error, but the necessity of the condition is 

questionable because the constraints with the distance measurement and update with the position 

measurement are enough to find the optimal state to satisfy the constraints. However, the stability of 
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the restoring vector is not guaranteed without the (3-10). The stability of the estimator is guaranteed if 

the system holds the two assumptions. 

Assumption 1. The system noise w   and the sensor noise v   are zero mean, white, and mutually 

independent Gaussian noise processes with covariance   0

0
T Tw Q

E w v
v R

          
     

, where Q  and 

R  are positive definite matrix.  

Assumption 2.  F ,Q  is stabilizable, and  H ,F  is detectable. 

The noises for the estimator are designed to hold the assumption 1, and the system model is also 

designed as the stable simple kinematic model. Since the system is observable, then it is detectable as 

well, the observability of the estimator is examined. The observability matrix is derived as combination 

of H   and F  , like 6 1 TNH HF HF     . Since the F   is identity matrix, the rank of the 

observability matrix is same as the rank of H  matrix. If the rank of the observability matrix is full 

rank, it is observable. The number of the state is 6N, and the rank of the position sensor model H  is 

3N. The rank of constraints matrix 
kx̂C|  could vary with the network topology, so it cannot guarantee 

the sufficient rank all the time. However, the rank of rH  is 3N, so estimator is stable regardless of the 

rank of the constraint matrix.  

Secondly, the constraints are also expressed as the sensor model without noise. The state constraints set 

a feasible space for the state, so the state is estimated on the feasible space. It is processed with 

projecting the estimated state on the feasible space defined by the constraints, and the process of 

projection is mathematically identical to the update process of filter-based estimator without 

measurement noise for the equality constraints. However, the constraints equation for the proposed 

estimator includes relative distance measurement measured by the UWBs which has measurement noise. 

Therefore, it is not a perfect measurement, so the measurement noise needs to be modeled and applied. 

However, the proposed system ignores the measurement noise of UWBs, so the estimation result has to 

be located on the feasible space. It could make some jitter on the state, so the measurement noise of 

UWB is assumed as a white Gaussian and suppress them with an additional Kalman filter as a signal 

smoother.   
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Algorithm 2 Sensor fusion for the formation restoring algorithm 

1: input:                  1 2 1 21 1 N N
d d d d neighbork , k , , , , , , , , ,   X P z z z z z ρ ρ ρ ρ   

2: while do 

3:          1 1 1 1predk |k ,P k |k KF k ,P k ,F,Q       X X  

4:          1 1cor rk ,P k KF k|k ,P k|k , ,R ,R      X X z  

5:  for i=1 to n do 

6:            1
1 1

k k k

i i T i i T
ˆ ˆ ˆX X X

W C | C | W C |


   

7:           
k

i

X̂
k X k C | k b  X X  

8:         6 6
k

i

X̂
P k I C | P k   

9:  end 

10: end 

 

3.3.3. Geometry analysis 

The data link connection between UAVs affects the formation restoring performance because the 

number of data link is the rank of the matrix 
kX̂

C| . Therefore, the necessary condition for data link 

connection needs to be examined. Even though the estimator system is stable, it does not guarantee the 

formation structure to converge to the desired shape. For example, if there are three UAVs, and only 

two pair of UAVs are connected as described on the Fig. 3.5 (a), the UAVs could not make accurate 

formation because the state variance of normal direction to the relative vector could not be converged 

by the formation restoring algorithm due to the lack of the constraints condition. Therefore, the 

minimum network connection boundary should be derived to obtain full accuracy of the formation 

construction. Therefore, it will be derived using the geometry analysis method.  

The formation structure can be considered as constrained joints model by two assumptions. First, UAVs 

are considered as point node, which has 3 degrees of freedom, and they also act joints which has two 

degrees of freedom. Second, the distance between communicating UAVs is regulated by restoring 
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algorithm perfectly, and the data links are considered as links between joints. Then, Glubler’s formula 

can be applied for the formation structure. Glubler’s formula computes degree of freedom of rigid body 

structure from degree of freedom of individual links and constraints from joints. The ideally constructed 

formation has only 6 degrees of freedom; including 3-dimensional translation, and 3 directional 

rotations. Therefore, the minimum number of connections to satisfy 6 degrees of freedom is  3 2 3N , 

where N is number of UAVs. If the UAVs cannot access the information about global network 

connection state, then each UAV need to maintain at least  6 4 3N N  connections. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

FIGURE 3.5.  Geometry analysis for the formation structure 
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3.4. Simulation and experiment 

3.4.1. Simulation: Matlab 

The purpose of the simulation on MATLAB is proving the algorithm in ideal condition before 
proceeding the indoor environment. The characteristics of the sensors are set as the below table. 

TABLE ⅠII 
Sensor Characteristics for the Simulation 

Sensors Specifications Value 

GPS 
Update rate 10 Hz 

Fixed bias error variance [0.4, 0.4, 0.8] 

UWB 
Update rate 10 Hz 

Variance 0.008 

There are several assumptions which are different to the real conditions. First, the network has perfect 

condition. There are no packet drops because of frequency band saturation or distance fading, 

disconnection, and delay. Second, the sensors deliver measured data without delay with exact sampling 

rate. Because of these assumptions, the filter for distance measurement and neighbor estimator are not 

applied on the simulation. 

TABLE IV 
Configuration for the Simulation 

Specifications Value 

Number of UAVs 3 

Network delay 2 msec 

Ground truth position [5, 0, 5], [-5, 0, 5], [5, 5, 5] 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

FIGURE 3.6.  Matlab simulation result. (a) 3-D presentation for convergence of estimator (b) Convergence of 

estimated distance 
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UAVs hover on the fixed points, but the position estimator estimates the position of UAVs with serious 

error. Therefore, the estimated formation is distorted as black dashed line on Fig. 3.6(a). The real 

position and real formation are described as red circles and red dashed lines, respectively. The green 

dots are the position of UAVs in each time step, and the blue dots are final position of the UAVs. The 

formation restoring algorithm runs from the start, and it can be noticed that the estimated positions of 

UAVs approach the real position, respectively, so the estimated formation of UAVs could well reject 

the error. Fig. 3.6(b) describes the distance between UAVs. The red line shows the target distance 

between UAVs, which is real distance between UAVs, and blue line describes the distance from the 

estimated position. The estimated distance between UAVs converges to the target distance, so that it 

can be said that the formation restoring algorithm well compensates the distortion on estimated 

formation. However, it takes about 5 second for convergence. It is trade-off between the performance 

while processing active missions and stability of formation restoring algorithm. As we checked on the 

previous session, which is about convergence of formation restoring algorithm, the stability of 

formation restoring algorithm increases when the formation restoring algorithm converges slowly by 

decreasing weight of distance correcting. Therefore, it should be tuned on the real environment 

experiment. 

 

3.4.2. Simulation: Gazebo 

So far, the algorithms are developed with MATLAB environment. It cannot be integrated on UAV 

directly, so the system should be reconstructed with UAV friendly system such as the robot operating 

system (ROS). ROS is a middleware package, which support libraries and tools for operating robots or 

vehicles. Especially, the network system has great advantage to operating multiple robots. It is the most 

popular and widely proved middleware structure to operating UAVs, so the system for the outdoor 

experiment is built on the ROS system. The system will be checked with the simulation on Gazebo 

simulator environment before the actual outdoor experiment. 

The software in the loop (SITL) simulation is the simulation using identical software of actual system 

on the realistically designed virtual environment, so that the software system could be proved without 

accidental risk. The firmware of PX4 supports the SITL, so it could be tested before installing on the 

actual UAV by integration with the Gazebo simulation through ROS middleware. Furthermore, it 

provides 3D modeled files of various UAVs which have mechanical characteristics; therefore, the 

provided UAV model could be spawned on the Gazebo simulation for realistic simulation. The 

mechanical specification of the UAV model is described on the below table. 
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TABLE V 
UAV Model Specifications for the Simulation 

Specifications Value Unit 

Mass 1.5 kg 

Dimension 0.47x0.47x0.11 m 

Inertia  xx yy zzI ,I ,I  0.0291, 0.0291, 0.0552 
2kg m  

Rotor radius 0.128 m 

Not only the hardware model and firmware, but also sensor models are provided as well. The supported 

sensor models are designed as the sensors on the Pixhawk, so the various type of errors, such as noise, 

random walk, and bias, on sensors are carefully tuned like the below table. Furthermore, additional 

sensor addons are supported as well, but not UWB sensor. Therefore, distance measurement from UWB 

need to be developed, just like the case of the MATLAB simulation. 

TABLE VI 
Sensor Characteristics for the Simulation 

Sensors Specifications Value 

GPS 

Update rate 5-10 Hz 

Gaussian noise density [0.0002, 0.0002, 0.0004] 

Velocity noise density [0.2, 0.2, 0.4] 

Random walk [4, 4, 8]  m s hz  

Fixed bias error variance [0.4, 0.4, 0.8] 

Magnetometer 

Update rate 100 Hz 

Noise density 0.0004 

Random walk 6.4e-6 

Gyroscope sensor 

Update rate 100 Hz 

Noise density 1.86e-4 

Random walk 3.878e-5 
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Accelerometer 

Update rate 100 Hz 

Noise density 1.86e-3 

Random walk 0.006 

The additional functions such as the DCA are installed on the system as nodes modules on the ROS 

environment. Fig. 3.7 describes the Gazebo simulation architecture. The formation restoring algorithm 

is included in the RPi nodes which are the simulated function modules for the companion computer of 

the UAV. The world model provides the realistic simulation environment for the Gazebo. The performed 

simulation uses the world model which has no physical object but a wind disturbance, the gravity, the 

earth magnetic field, and the GPS coordinate system. 

 

FIGURE 3.7.  Gazebo simulation structure 
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FIGURE 3.8.  Gazebo simulation 

 

 

FIGURE 3.9.  Gazebo simulation result: distance convergence between UAVs 
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Fig. 3.9 is the simulation result, and it shows the distance between UAVs on the formation. It shows 

that the distance between UAVs do not converges to the formation preset distance, and it means the 

formation is distorted from the intended shape. However, it starts to converge on the formation preset 

distance just after the formation restoring algorithm is activated, so that the formation of UAVs 

constructs the intended shape of formation. It proves that the algorithm well functions on the actual 

system environment, so the software for outdoor experiment is ready. 

 

3.4.3. Experiment 

The architecture for the experiment is almost identical to the Gazebo simulation but it uses actual UAVs 

and sensors. The three UAVs are used for the experiment shown on Fig. 3.10, and the hardware 

specifications are described in the below table. 

 

FIGURE 3.10.  UAV setup for outdoor experiment 
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TABLE ⅤII 
UAV Specifications for the Experiment 

Specifications Value 

Mass (w battery) 3.4 kg 

Dimension 425x425x300 (mm) 

Rotor radius 175 mm 

Each UAV has a companion computer and two UWB modules, signal transmitter and receiver. The 

measured data is gathered on the companion computer and process the algorithm in real time. 

Furthermore, the modified setpoint considering the estimation is generated and delivered to the flight 

control unit so that the UAV moves to the correct position.  

The formation configuration for UAVs is [5, 0, 0], [0, 0, 2], and [-5, 0, 0], relative to the leader, on ENU 

frame. Therefore, the UAVs construct the triangular shape on Fig. 3.11, which is the pictured image for 

the outdoor experiment. Fig. 3.12(a), (b), and (c) are the experimental results of UAV1, UAV2, and 

UAV3. The estimated position bias is described on EstBias, and the EstCPPOS shows the position data 

in common local frame without bias error, and UAVs controlled based on the EstCPPOS. As a result, 

the DisErr1 and 2, which is difference between actual distance and the formation configuration distance, 

are almost removed. 

 

FIGURE 3.11.  Outdoor experiment 
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(a) 
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(b) 
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(c) 

FIGURE 3.12.  Outdoor experiment result 
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3.5. Conclusion 

The formation distortion restoring system is proposed to construct accurate UAV formation by removing 

position bias error on each UAV. The system utilizes the additional information of neighbor UAVs from 

the UWB modules and the inter-UAV network and estimate the global state of the formation by applying 

the formation restoring algorithm. The stochastic performance with regard to the variance of GPS error 

is checked, and it concludes that the formation restoring algorithm converges with 98.8% success rate 

when the standard deviation of GPS is about 2.5. Finally, the system is demonstrated on various 

environment of simulations and experiments. The significant limitation of the proposed method is that 

the formation restoring algorithm cannot estimate the rotation and translation bias error of entire 

formation without distortion. Future efforts will investigate solutions to overcome the limitation. 
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4.1. Overview 

The cooperative formation control system is automated operation system for multiple agents to achieve 

the specific goal of mission. The cooperative formation system has two factors: maintenance of the 
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formation system, and objective achievement. The maintenance is usually prior to the objective 

achievement because of reliability and safety. The formation structure maintenance is executed not only 

for the optimal position and trajectory allocation to achieve the best performance on mission, but also 

for the construct foundation of the advanced cooperative operation. The cooperative operation requires 

exactly synchronized relative states of UAVs, and the formation structure maintenance retains the 

neutral state of the synchronization. Furthermore, the organized structure easily manages the risk of 

crush by preventing trajectory entanglement. Many schemes are studied for the formation structure 

maintenance for the various conditions of formation system. If the estimated position is perfect, setpoint 

or trajectory allocation for each UAV could be enough for formation maintaining. However, the 

estimated position cannot be accurate in many cases, and cooperative trajectory planning could be 

difficult for complicated missions. Therefore, the formation structure maintenance uses relative 

information with neighbor UAVs, so they could be controlled adaptively depend on the neighbor states 

to achieve a state of global equilibrium.  

In addition to the formation maintenance, the UAV formation should be operated to achieve the goal of 

mission. Light systems utilize a single control system for both roles, the formation maintenance and the 

objective achievement. However, integrated control system is better to operate massive system for 

sophisticated missions. Therefore, the operation system for proposed UAV formation system uses the 

artificial potential field algorithm for maintenance, and the leader-follower formation scheme for the 

mission process management. 

The UAV formation operation, including the formation maintenance and the goal achievement, is fully 

automated system. Therefore, many studies focus on efficient and optimal mission trajectory planning 

on various environmental and systematic conditions. The research improves the performance of the 

formation system, but they assume the perfect estimation and no interaction between UAVs. However, 

the practical use of the UAV formation system is limited by practical issues due to the unreliable 

network and interactions between UAVs. The formation maintenance requires inter-UAV data sharing, 

and reliability of network system is difficult to be guaranteed in practice. Therefore, the adaptive 

velocity control operation on frequent packet loss environment is examined with the artificial potential 

field formation shaping algorithm in this chapter. Moreover, the adaptive artificial repulsive potential 

algorithm is developed to guarantee the safety for operating formation system on uncertain network 

condition by using probabilistic neighbor estimation method. It is applied on the proposed formation 

system using artificial potential field-based leader-follower structure and discussed on the second 

section. Furthermore, the physical interactions between UAVs, such as wind gust, make degrading on 

the control performance of UAVs, so the novel robust controller using reinforcement learning-based 

observer is studied and introduced with simulation in the final section of the chapter.  
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4.2. APF-based cooperative formation control 

4.2.1. Preliminary: Artificial potential field 

The proposed UAV formation flight system utilizes an artificial potential field algorithm as a backbone 

structure and modify and improve the algorithm to be adapted to the mission environment. The artificial 

potential field algorithm could achieve the goals of maintaining the formation and tracking the trajectory. 

Furthermore, it is highly flexible algorithm to be modified, so the additional functions could be merged 

to the artificial potential field structure. The reason of the flexibility of the artificial potential field is 

not on the algorithm itself but the concept and background idea of the algorithm. 

The artificial potential field is the representative algorithm of the behavior-based control schemes. The 

traditional robot operating controllers were focused on the state of robot itself. However, the robots 

operated on the dynamic environment could not survive long enough because they were not able to 

prevent and react against the varying environment. Therefore, the researchers started to develop the 

control algorithms to make decisions considering the environment changes, which is called behavior-

based control. The first successful and practical behavior-base control scheme is the artificial potential 

field algorithm, so it focused on the reacting to environment while the robot approaches the setpoint 

rather than performance of convergence and stability of the controller. The algorithm had to be simple 

and flexible to be adapt to the dynamically varying environment. Therefore, the artificial potential field 

algorithm inherits and maintains these characteristics of the initial behavior-based controllers.  

The artificial potential field algorithm uses the concept of electric field theory to achieve the goal, which 

are approaching setpoint and avoiding obstacles. A charged particles generates the potential field on the 

around space and the field has characteristics of attraction between the oppositely charged objects and 

repulsion between the identically charged objects. The described nature of electric potential could 

satisfy the requirements of UAV decision making; approaching to the goal and avoiding the obstacles.  

The traditional artificial potential field algorithm was developed fully following the potential field 

theory introduced on various researches. Therefore, the robot is considered as negative charged object, 

and the goal position is considered as positive charged point, so the virtual attraction force could be 

generated by the equation (4-1) and (4-2). 

𝑈
( )

=
1

2
𝜔 𝝆( ) − 𝝆  (4-1) 

𝐹
( )

= −∇𝑈
( )

= 𝜔 (𝝆 − 𝝆( )) (4-2) 

At the same time, the obstacles and the neighbor UAVs are considered as the negative charged objects, 

so the repulsive force could be generated as equation (4-3) and (4-4).  
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(4-4) 

Therefore, the net force applied on UAV could be derived by simple sum of the forces from the potential 

field generated by virtually charged objects. The equation (4-5) and (4-6) describes it, and N is the 

number of obstacles. 

𝑈
( )

= 𝑈
( )

+ 𝑈
( ) (4-5) 

𝐹
( )

= −∇𝑈
( )

= 𝐹
( )

+ 𝐹
( ) (4-6) 

The UAV is steered by the net force which varies depending on the relative position of UAV and the 

other objects, so the UAV could arrive the goal position while it avoids the obstacles smoothly without 

any other additional collision avoidance algorithms. These characteristics of the artificial potential field 

algorithm is useful for the operation of formation as well. The collision avoidance is essential, and the 

approaching goal is similar to the approaching the configured position of the formation. Therefore, the 

artificial potential field algorithm could be applied for the formation flight algorithm naturally. 

4.2.2. Potential shaping method 

4.2.2.1. Potential shaping method for the UAV formation 

The traditional artificial potential field algorithm set the attraction potential on a single goal position 

which follows designed trajectory because it is developed for a single agent. This method is inefficient 

for the UAV formation system because the artificial attractive trajectory needs to be designed for each 

UAV. The trajectory design for all UAVs requires many considerable factors, trajectory overlapping, 

and effect of repulsive force, so the artificial potential field algorithm is modified for the formation 

system, and the one of the methods is potential shaping method. The potential shaping method uses 

modified artificial attractive potential, which could be shaped to various form, such as a straight line or 

a circle. If the opposite charge of artificial potential is applied on the circular line as Fig. 4.1, the 

attractive force will be applied on UAVs to the charged circular line. Thus, the UAVs use the artificially 
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applied force as control input, so they move to the artificially defined line. When they locate on the 

charged target line, the applied artificial force converges to zero, UAVs could freely move on the line. 

At the same time, they are adaptively distributed on the target line themselves with regular interval 

distance each other because artificial repulsive potential makes the state be equilibrium. Therefore, the 

formation of UAVs could be steady state, which is desired formation shape, by adaptively reorganizing 

themselves, so they construct the desired formation during they avoid crushing each other.  

The potential shaping method provides structure to build controller, but the formulation for each shape 

needs to be designed separately. For example, the circular artificial attractive force is designed as (4-7). 

 
   

1 1

1 1in outcir attr r r r
F U

e e           

      
 (4-7) 

  is the center of the circle, and attU  is the attractive potential to the center. r , inr , and outr  

are radius, inner margin and outer margin of the circle, respectively. The inner margin and the outer 

margin are designed for suppressing jitter on the border. Since the attractive force applied on UAVs is 

identical to the P-controller, so the jitter effect exists on the control performance depend on the control 

gain. Since it degrades the control performance, the undifferentiable line, the artificially charged circle, 

is flattened with small margin to suppress the jitter. Then the attractive force to the circular shape is 

generated like Fig. 4.1. The blue circle described on Fig. 4.1 with radius r  generates the attractive 

potential to both UAVs, so the control input to the direction of the circle is injected to the UAVs. 

Furthermore, the UAVs generates repulsive force to each other. Therefore, the UAVs approach to the 

setpoint with executing the obstacle avoidance.  

 
FIGURE 4.1.  Artificial potential field shaping formation method 
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4.2.2.2. Simulation & Experiment 

The potential shaping method is examined with simulation and experiment. The Fig. 4.2 is the 

simulation of artificial potential field shaping method formation flight. Twenty-five UAVs involves the 

simulation, and UAVs are designed with a simplified discrete kinematic model as (4-8).  

      
1

i i i
k k t k kw   x x u  (4-8) 

 i
ku  is the control law for ith UAV, the velocity setpoint form the formation shaping method. t  is the 

timestep period for the discrete system, set as 0.1 sec. The maximum velocity of UAV is 4 m/s. 

Furthermore, if the distance between UAVs becomes under 1 m, then it will be considered as crash, but 

it does not make a functional failure for the UAVs. The number of crashes is counted to evaluate the 

safety of the system. The simulation also considers network condition. UAVs communicate with near 

UAVs with 10-meter range, described as green circle on Fig. 4.2. The black line connecting UAVs 

represents data link between the first UAV and the neighbors, so it shows that the wireless 

communication is limited. Furthermore, the transmission rate is 10Hz/sec, but the communication delay 

is not considered. The target formation is designed as triangular shape; [(100, 100), (130, 100), (115, 

125)]. Fig. 4.2 is displayed in chronological order, and it shows that they successfully make triangular 

formation without any collision. The formation of UAVs generated on distanced location from the target 

formation shape. Therefore, they approach to the target shape first. Then, UAVs organize themselves 

on the target shape as described on Fig. 4.2 (c). It is the most dangerous moment, but they continuously 

avoid each other and finally reach the stable state as desired form on (d). Fig. 4.3 shows the mean of 

velocity of all UAVs. When they approach the target, the velocity is maintained as 4 m/s, but the velocity 

is decreased when they reach the target because the repulsive potential affects each other. The front 

UAVs stops on the border, the repulsive potential push the following UAVs to decrease the speed. At 

the same time, the front UAVs move along the target shape heading to the potential is not dense. 

Therefore, the potential distribution becomes the state of equilibrium, and then the UAVs make the 

formation.  

TABLE ⅤIII 
Specification for Formation Shaping Method Simulation 

Specifications Value 

# of UAVs 25 

Target shape 
Triangle edge 

[(100, 100), (130, 100), (115, 125)] 

Network delay/loss n/a 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

FIGURE 4.2.  Artificial potential field shaping formation method simulation 
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FIGURE 4.3.  Mean velocity of UAVs 

The formation shaping method is also examined with experiment. The experiment is processed with 

four 330 sized quad-rotor UAVs as shown on Fig. 4.4. The UAVs controlled by the potential shaping 

formation control to make circular formation from random initial position. During the experiment, all 

the positions and velocities of the UAV and the target that are measured by the motion capture system 

are transmitted to the control single board PC on UAV. The control PC merely provides the relative 

position and velocity between the UAV and the target for the Pixhawk in the UAV, where the Pixhawk 

works as the flight controller. The proposed control is operated with 20Hz. The inertia parameters of 

the UAV are m = 1kg and J = diag(0:0115; 0:0117; 0:0127)kgm2. The communication range is set as 10 

m just like the previous simulation, but it is not significant for the experiment because the volume of 

experiment space is small. Therefore, all UAVs share data. However, there is 0.02 sec of communication 

delay during network processing.  

Fig. 4.5 is the motion capture display which shows the position of UAVs on the experiment space. Each 

UAV is labeled as ‘Rigid Body’ and distinguished with different colors. The UAVs start to move from 

random initial position described as Fig. 4.5 (a), and move to the target formation shape, described as a 

white circle. Fig. 4.5 (b) displays the well formatted UAVs. Since the exact position is not provided for 

each UAV, UAVs move to the closest position on the target circle, and trim each other to find the position 

of minimum potential.  
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FIGURE 4.4.  Artificial potential field shaping formation method experiment 

 
FIGURE 4.5.  Motion capture display for experiment. (a) Initial position (b) formation controlled 

 

4.2.2.3. Simulation on different network condition 

The simulations are demonstrated for unstable network condition as well. The network is not perfect in 

practice. Many factors could affect the network system, and the symptoms could appear in various ways. 

For example, wireless signal is faded during it travels long distance, or the signal could be corrupted by 

other signals on the same frequency band. These degradations can be shown as packet lose, delay, or 

limited communication range. There are five network conditions applied on the simulation, a packet 
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loss, delay, communication range, data link connection capacity, and packet transmission period. 

Among them, the data packet loss and communication delay are critical to the safety of the formation 

system. Therefore, the simulation examines the effect of the communication delay on the UAV 

formation system with the formation shaping method. The delay on communication is 1.5 sec on the 

simulation, the neighbor positions are not updated for 1.5 sec. Rest of configurations are identical to the 

previous simulation.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

FIGURE 4.6.  Artificial potential field shaping formation method simulation with delay 
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The number of crashes between UAV increases when the network delay is longer. 6 crashes are reported 

on the simulation with 0.5 second of network delay, and 26 crashes are reported on the simulation with 

1.5 second of delay. If UAVs cannot aware the approaching neighbor UAVs until they meet a point each 

other, the crash happens. It means that slowing down the velocity reduces the chance of crash due to 

the network delay. The velocity suppression depends on the time delay like (4-9) is applied on the 

simulation again. 

 1

1
min

sp min

r
v r U

d

     
 (4-9) 

minr  is minimum suppression ratio, which has 0 to 1 value, and d is estimated network delay. The 

network delay for the simulation varies from 0.1 second to 1.5 second, like described on Fig. 4.7. 

Therefore, the mean velocity of UAVs of the simulation adaptively changes. From 100 repeated Monte 

Carlo process, no collision happens with velocity suppression.   

 
FIGURE 4.7.  Artificial potential field shaping formation method simulation with delay 

The velocity suppression strategy shows effective result to prevent collision against unreliable network 

system, but it cannot be the major solution for the network issues. The adaptive velocity control could 

corrupt the formation mission trajectories and plans, so it leads the degradation on the formation 

performance. Furthermore, it is passive method to deal with the network problems. The active method 

for preventing collision on unreliable network condition will be introduced on the later chapter, the 
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adaptive repulsive potential with neighbor estimator. The adaptive repulsive potential method is 

developed on the artificial potential field-based leader-follower formation structure, because the 

formation shaping method has limitations, despite the many advantages. 

As the simulation and experiment show, the attraction potential shaping method has advantage for 

operating a large number of UAVs. It is difficult to set a formation position for each UAV if the number 

of UAVs is too many. However, the attraction potential shaping method only requires designing 

attraction potential irrelevant to the number of UAVs. Furthermore, interchange from a shape of 

formation to the other shape of formation could be performed easily and smoothly by changing the 

shape of attraction potential only.  

However, as much as the efficiency and simplicity of the potential shaping method, it has clear 

disadvantages as well. First, it is not possible to operate the sophisticate formation mission. Since the 

distance between UAV is configured automatically by the nature of potential field, which is not 

commanded by operator, the application is extremely limited. Second, it is difficult to manage the proper 

size and shape of the attractive potential. The shape of the attractive potential should be designed 

considering the number of UAVs on the formation. The formation will be distorted by overwhelmed 

repulsive force between the UAVs, if the attractive potential area is too small considering the number 

of UAVs. Otherwise, the formation could be loose if the attractive potential area is too big. Therefore, 

the formation operation system combining the artificial potential filed and the leader-follower is 

proposed to overcome the issues. 

 

4.2.3. APF-based Leader-follower formation method 

The leader-follower-based artificial potential field formation, called LFPF formation on this paper, is 

integrated formation control scheme of the artificial potential field and the leader-follower formation 

structure. UAVs are controlled by the rule of the artificial potential field, and the artificial attractive 

position or trajectory is managed by the leader-follower architecture. The artificial attractive position 

or formation shape is designed and managed by an operator for the general artificial potential field 

algorithm or the potential shaping method. Thus, they are static and difficult to operate for sophisticate 

missions. However, the leader-follower structure takes over the high-level operation, so the formation 

system could be controlled automatically and efficiently.  

The leader-follower architecture is hierarchical structure for the formation system. Follower UAVs 

follows an associated leader UAV at a relative offset, and the leader is only controlled by a planned 

scenario or an operator. The relative offsets of follower UAVs construct the desired formation shape. 
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Therefore, the  i
leader fρ ρ  is the position setpoint for the ith UAV, where leaderρ  is the position of the 

leader UAV, and  i
fρ  is the relative offset. If the position controller for each UAV is perfect, collision 

between UAVs would have no chance, and the communication between UAVs is not required. However, 

UAVs are sometimes off the tracks in practice by various reasons, and they are not free to inter-collision. 

Therefore, the artificial potential field algorithm is applied on the leader-follower structure to increase 

the adaptiveness on operating. The artificial potential field takes part of the position controller for UAVs 

and also it prevents the collision between UAVs just as Fig. 4.8 describing.  

 
FIGURE 4.8.  Artificial potential field-based leader-follower formation 

The LFPF formation algorithm has advantages for simplicity of algorithm itself, flexibility to survive 

on the harsh environment. It provides the function of formation flight and obstacle avoidance with a 

single equation, and the UAVs only consider a single point to approach unlike the complex structure of 

the attractive potential shaping method, so the computational load is comparatively low. It makes the 

formation operating system run almost in real time without computational delay. Secondly, the 

movement of the formation achieving the goal and overcoming obstacles is smooth and flexible because 

of differentiable smoothness nature of potential function. The delicate tune of the weighted attraction 

potential and the repulsive potential could improve the performance of the operation system. Finally, 

LFPF is a decentralized formation algorithm, and it makes the algorithm useful on practice. The 

centralized formation algorithm computes every path for each UAV on a central device and distributes 

the output to each node UAV. It is mathematically ideal and convenient but dangerous in practice. Data 

link between the center and each node is vital equally, so the UAV who loses the data link to the center 

cannot be controlled. The entire system will be failed when the center has problem. On the other hand, 
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UAVs compute their path and what to do themselves based on the environmental information on the 

decentralized system, and then they could manage to survive themselves even after they lose the control 

center. It could be concluded that the communicational problem could be risky, but it does not directly 

lead to the system failure for the decentralized operating system. Nevertheless, the preparation for 

network failure is necessary. The several algorithms to overcome the network disfunctions will be 

proposed.  

The network is backbone infrastructure for the UAV formation system, but it is the most vulnerable and 

unreliable part of the system. Therefore, system should be developed considering such risk and 

limitations for safety and reliable performance. The role of network is sharing information. The 

information includes the leader’s state, neighbor UAVs’ state, environmental information, and even 

commands. Every information is vital for operation of the formation system. If the state of the leader is 

not provided to the UAVs, the follower UAVs cannot follow the leader, and the formation will be 

collapsed. If the neighbor and environmental information is not provided, the UAVs cannot avoid the 

collision with the other UAVs or obstacles. The wireless communication is affected by environment 

factors, condition of frequency band, and telemetry system. First, the signal is faded and corrupted while 

it travels through the space between telemetry devices. If the signal is too week to receive, or if the 

signal is distorted, the receiver cannot demodulate or decode the signal, so the signal is dumped. 

Furthermore, if the frequency channel is busy, the chance for the signal to be corrupted rises dramatically. 

Finally, the poor quality of hardware or mismatched combination of hardware such as antenna could 

decrease the network performance, and asynchronous software process on telemetries also could make 

problems. Theses factors are concluded to the symptom of packet lose and communication delay. The 

two methods are suggested and applied on the UAV formation system for this paper; the formation 

potential and the stochastic neighbor estimation. The formation potential is discussed in this section, 

and the stochastic neighbor estimation is discussed on the next section with adaptive repulsive potential 

method.  

4.2.3.1. Formation potential 

The artificial formation potential is additional term for the artificial potential field algorithm. The 

artificial attractive potential is generated on the position relatively defined from the leader, but the 

artificial formation potential is generated on the position relatively defined from the neighbors. The 

defined positions of the attractive potential and the formation potential are identical on the steady state, 

so it seems redundant. However, it has two major roles for the formation system. The first role is backup 

control for the partial leader-follower network failure. There are two data links for UAVs, a data bus to 

the ground control station and the network among UAVs. The leader information and control commands 
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are passed through the data link between the ground control station and the UAVs, which is called the 

T1 network on this paper. The information of the virtual leader trajectory is generated by the ground 

control station, and it is required to compute the attraction potential, so the UAV who lose the T1 

network cannot maintain the formation and even follow the leader as well. For such case, the UAVs 

could maintain the formation by using the artificial formation potential control. Even though T1 network 

is disconnected, the artificial formation potential is computed by the information from the network 

among the UAVs, which is called the T2 network. The second role is maintaining the formation structure 

on the transient period. The UAVs moves direct to the setpoint if they are only affected by the attractive 

potential. Therefore, formation shape and synchronization cannot be guaranteed during the transient 

time. However, UAVs can be synchronized if the formation potential is applied. Thus, the artificial 

formation potential term makes the UAV formation safer from the network failure and asynchronization 

on transient time. The formation potential is studied in many research such as [70].  

The formation potential and applied force between ith and jth UAVs is formulated as (4-10) and (4-11), 

respectively. 

𝑈
( )

=
1

2
𝜔 𝝆( ) − 𝝆( ) − 𝝆

( )
− 𝝆

( )  (4-10) 

𝐹
( )

= −∇𝑈
( )

= 𝜔 𝝆( ) + 𝝆
( )

− 𝝆
( )

− 𝝆( )  (4-11) 

The (4-11) is the force applied on ith UAV, and the force applied on jth UAV has the same magnitude but 

opposite direction. For the ith UAV, the setpoint for the artificial formation potential term is 

      j i j
f f ρ ρ ρ , as described on Fig. 4.9. Therefore, the position error is         j i j i

f f  ρ ρ ρ ρ , and 

formw  is the control gain for the control input force. The relative vector of UAVs becomes    j i
f fρ ρ  

when the formation potential control is converged. Therefore, the formation could construct the desired 

shape of formation without considering the virtual leader when the artificial formation potential is 

applied for every pair of UAVs.  

However, the artificial formation potential term is dependent on the T2 network, but T2 network is 

unreliable as well. Since the information about the neighbor positions are collected from the T2 network, 

it is directly related to the performance of collision avoidance. Therefore, an adaptive repulsive potential 

based on a neighbor estimator is developed and applied for the proposed LFPF formation operating 

system. The adaptive repulsive potential method is built on the neighbor estimator algorithm, so the 

neighbor estimator is introduced first, and then the adaptive repulsive potential will be discussed. 
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FIGURE 4.9.  Artificial potential field formation force between UAVs 

 
FIGURE 4.10. 3-D Formation potential and its gradient 
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4.2.4. Adaptive repulsive potential with neighbor estimator 

4.2.4.1. Neighbor estimator 

Each UAV estimates itself with stochastic observer like Kalman filter or introduced formation restoring 

algorithm. Those algorithms provide stochastic expectation of the state with the mean and covariance 

matrix. UAVs share the estimated information which cannot determine the exact state of the neighbors. 

Furthermore, the shared information can be missed and corrupted by the poor network condition. 

Therefore, UAVs need to evaluate the best estimation of the neighbors from the limited and unreliable 

information by using the additional neighbor estimator. There are two assumptions for the estimation. 

First, every UAV follows the same formation control algorithm, which is the artificial potential field-

based leader-follower controller. Second, the data could not be received but there is no delay on network. 

The system model is designed as       1
i i i

k k k L,k
ˆ ˆ ˆA B f , w    X X X u , where  f   is the formation 

control low, A is kinematic system matrix for UAV, and Lu  is the virtual leader position. Even though 

the networks between UAVs are disconnected, each individual UAV will follow the leader according to 

the formation controller. Therefore, the position of the neighbor UAVs could be predicted with 

reasonable manner. Since the measurement is the shared neighbor position and its covariance, the 

measurement model is designed as      i i i
kH ρ X v  , where H is identity matrix, and 

     i i T iE P   v v .  

The neighbor estimator utilizes the unscented Kalman filter for observing position of the neighbors, 

because the LFPF formation controller with nonlinear dynamics for the UAV system model is difficult 

to be linearized, and even if they could be linearized, it will not precisely match to the original nonlinear 

model. The estimated position and the stochastic variance for the estimated position are obtained from 

the neighbor estimator in real time even though there are some losses of neighbor information because 

of the occasional packet drop on the T2 network.  

The neighbor estimation provides the stochastic distribution of the possibility of where the neighbor 

UAV exist. The risk assessment for the collision could be performed from the information, and, 

furthermore, it makes the system manage the risk. The adaptive repulsive potential is proposed for the 

risk management to prevent collision between UAVs. 
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Algorithm 3 Neighbor Estimator 

1: 

input: 

                           1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2N N N N
k k k k k k k k L,kX , , , ,P P ,P , ,P , , , , , ,P P ,P , ,P      X X X u ρ ρ ρ ρ   

2: while do 

3:  for  1: :Subject UAVi N ,i j   do 

4: 
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kL P  
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d
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11:   if  iρ  is updated 

12: 
         1 1

i i iT T
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13:           
1 1

i i i
k k |kI K H K    X X ρ  

14:         
1 1

i i
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15:   end 

16:  end 

17: end 
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4.2.4.2. Adaptive repulsive potential 

The adaptive repulsive potential method adaptively tuned the strength of the repulsive potential 

considering the variance of the neighbor position estimation. The variance of the estimated position 

provides the stochastic range the target might be existed on. For example, the target object could exist 

on the 2-sigma range, which is the range with diameter of doubled standard variation, with 95% of 

probability. It means that the risk for collision between UAVs would be below than 5% if the other 

UAVs do not violate the 2-sigma range. Therefore, the safety could be guaranteed by modifying the 

repulsive potential to block the other UAVs before they reach the 2-sigma range.  

𝑈
( ) =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧1

2
𝜔𝑎𝑑𝑟

1

𝝆
( )

− 𝝆
( ) − 2𝜎

−
1

𝑑0 − 2𝜎

2

, 𝝆
( )

− 𝝆
( ) < 𝑑0

0, 𝝆
( )

− 𝝆
( ) ≥ 𝑑0

 (4-12) 

 

 
FIGURE 4.11.  Adaptive artificial repulsive potential 

Fig. 4.11 illustrates the adaptive repulsive potential, and the (4-12) describes it. The potential goes 

infinite near the 2-sigma, which is 2 on Fig. 4.11, so the UAVs cannot get into the 2-sigma range. On 

the other hand, the UAVs are free to the repulsive potential out of the repulsive boundary, which is 5m 

on Fig. 4.11. The repulsive boundary is set considering the formation structure distance between UAVs, 
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so that the UAVs are not affected by repulsive forces when they arrive the configured formation setpoint. 

The above adaptive repulsive potential is effective in general cases, but it causes the computational 

problem when the objects come inside the barrier somehow. Especially, the sigma points for neighbor 

estimator could be generated inside the repulsive barrier, and then it leads the corrupted neighbor 

estimation. Therefore, the central potential field is modified as (4-13), and Fig. 4.12 describes it. The 

𝑑  is the relative distance where the repulsive force on the distance is equal to the maximum value for 

UAV to be controlled. Therefore, the negative gradient of potential, which is the velocity setpoint for 

the UAV on the proposed system, is leveled above the maximum velocity of the UAV on Fig. 4.12. 
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(4-13) 

 

 
FIGURE 4.12.  Adaptive artificial repulsive potential with maximum velocity 

However, the covariance is not identical for each axis, so the above equation needs to be expanded with 

Mahalanobis distance, which is multi-dimensional stochastic distance considering covariance. 
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Therefore, by substituting Euclidean distance of (4-13) to Mahalanobis distance, 

                  1
T

i i j i j i i j
k k k k k k k kM ,P , P   ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ , equation (4-13) is reorganized as (4-14). 
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(4-14) 

 

4.2.4.3. Simulation 

Fig. 4.13 shows the comparison of the adaptive repulsive potential field for different network conditions. 

A neighbor UAV rotate a black dashed line circular trajectory following the leader. The neighbor UAV 

estimates itself and shares the estimation result to the other UAVs. The information is shared with more 

than 90% of probability for the left simulation and less than 30% of probability for the two right 

simulations. The magenta line is the neighbor estimation from the other UAVs. The estimation result 

from the left and middle simulations are significantly better than the result from right simulation, 

because the formation system model is not used for estimation, but only simple kinematic model is used 

for the estimation for the right simulation. The middle simulation shows the advantage of the adaptive 

repulsive potential field algorithm. The estimation result is similar to the estimation of the good network, 

but the radius of safety boundary is larger than that of good network.  

 
FIGURE 4.13. Comparison of the adaptive artificial repulsive potential for different network condition 
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FIGURE 4.14. Comparison of the safety boundary for different network condition 

Fig. 4.14 compares the safety boundary for different network condition, from 100% of data share 

probability to 40% of it. The plot clearly shows that the safety boundary is enlarged when network 

condition is poor, so that the UAVs could take precaution for unexpected crash. 

 

4.2.5. Robust control with reinforce learning 

The proposed anti-drone system carries a net which could make extra disturbance to UAVs through the 

tension of the net because the UAVs are physically linked. In general, the system vulnerable to 

disturbance uses a robust controller to make the system resist against the unexpected disturbance, even 

though the robust controller cannot perfectly reject disturbances especially which occurs momentary 

and randomly. However, the disturbance from the net tension is not purely random but it has measurable 

cause, which is relative distance between UAVs. As describe on Fig. 4.15, UAVs are physically linked 

by the net for catching the hostile UAV, and it generate a tension between the UAVs. Since the net is 

made by wire, it is reasonable to assume that the tension of the net could be approximated to the tension 

of catenary which is described on (4-15). The 𝜆 is the constant for the mass density of the net, and the 

equation shows that the tension has only relation with the relative vector to the neighbor UAVs. 

Therefore, the influence of the disturbance could be minimized by using a feedforward controller if the 

relationship between the distance and the disturbance is clarified.  
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FIGURE 4.15. Interaction effect between UAVs by a net tension 

𝑇 = 𝑀 𝝆(𝒊𝒋) = 𝑔
𝜆 𝝆(𝒊𝒋) /2

6(𝑚 − 𝜆 𝝆(𝒊𝒋) /2)
𝝆( ) (4-15) 

However, direct approximation of the net tension to the tension of catenary could be jump of logic 

because of the complex structures of the net. Furthermore, dynamical characteristics could be different 

depend on the patterns and characteristics of materials. It makes difficult to identify the disturbance 

model. Therefore, the proposed system estimates the net disturbance with a value-based learning 

algorithm, and the feedforward controller is designed to optimally reject the effect of disturbance with 

a policy-based algorithm, which is called actor-critic algorithm, and this paper proposes an improved 

asynchronous advanced actor-critic (A3C) to update the neural network for the formation system.  

4.2.5.1. Preliminary: Reinforcement learning 

The reinforcement learning is building networks with recursive optimal updates, so that the constructed 

network function to minimize or maximize the objective function. It has been developed for overcoming 

limitations of traditional optimization solvers. The traditional optimization solvers generally require 

system model, and the performance is dependent on the accuracy of the model. However, the system 

model cannot be obtained in many cases. Therefore, the function fitting techniques have been utilized 

and it has developed to the reinforcement learning, which is also sort of curve fitting algorithm for the 

functions called network.  

The proposed algorithm, cooperative A3C-based disturbance observer and robust controller, introduces 

a cooperative real-time learning algorithm base on the asynchronous advantage actor-critic (A3C) 

learning. Therefore, the concepts of actor-critic learning, A2C, and A3C are going to be briefly introduce 

for understanding, and then the advantages and disadvantages will be discussed. 

Before introduction of algorithms, there are basic concepts and terminologies for the reinforcement 
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learning. Since the objective of the learning algorithm is constructing optimal function or functional, 

which is called network, input and output of the network decides the identity of the network. For 

example, the action value function takes action and state as inputs and provides the evaluation of action 

as the output. Policy network takes state of the system as an input, and provides action recommendation 

as the output. Therefore, the well-developed network provides action recommendation, which might be 

close to the optimal solution, considering the current state of system. On the other hand, the output 

action from the immature network cannot be trusted because it could be random value if the network 

has not experienced for that range of state yet. Therefore, the system is usually designed to execute 

random movement or specifically designed exploration plans rather follow the action recommendation 

from the network for the initial period of operation, which is called exploration. Last, but not least, 

reward is essential for learning, which is the object function for the optimization problem. Therefore, 

the network update law is designed to maximize the cumulative reward.  

Q-learning is one of the basic learning processes introduced in [75]. The basic equation for 

reinforcement learning can be expressed like (4-16). 

      t t t t t tV s Q s ,a p a | s da   (4-16) 

 tV s  and  t tQ s ,a  are state value function and action value function, respectively. The state value 

function evaluates current state, and the action value function evaluates the action ta  on the state ts . 

 t tp a | s  is the rule to choose action, called policy. The policy for Q-learning choose the maximum 

value on the action value function, called greedy method, because it is likely optimal value. Therefore, 

the action value function needs to be optimal function for chosen actions to be the best choices. Thus, 

1-step temporal difference method is applied for the action value function update, which can be 

expressed as (4-17). 

 
        1 1 1

1
N N N N

t t a t t tQ Q R maxQ Q   
     (4-17) 

a  is update rate, tR  is instant reward at t, and   is discount rate.  N
tQ  is the tth time step action 

value function of Nth scenario. Therefore, the network is updated once for each scenario, so it cannot be 

used for real-time applications. The simulation describes on Fig. 4.16 is for path finding simulation 

using only Q-learning. There is no rule to arrive to the goal, so the probability to move to up, down, 

right, and left are same. The action on each space is evaluated from experience of each scenario. When 

the evaluation is mature for every space, the optimal path is found like Fig. 4.16 (b). As the simulation 

shows, the algorithm matches the state values and associated action value, which makes the algorithm 

be classified into value-based algorithm, so the algorithm is not suitable for continuous action and state 

system. Therefore, the policy-based algorithms such as policy gradient method are developed. 
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FIGURE 4.16. Q-learning example simulation; (a) learning with 50 scenarios (b) learning with 500 scenarios 
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The policy-based algorithm develops the network as continuous function, TP θ f . θ  is coefficient 

and f  is basis function, so P  is called parameterized function with θ . Therefore, the objective of 

policy-based algorithm is update parameters, so that P  is close to the optimal function. Since the 

network is continuous function, the gradient descending method is used for update. (4-18) is gradient 

of the value function J, so the parameter is updated with (4-19). 

     
0

t t t
t

J ln p a | s G p d      



     (4-18) 

   
0

a t t t
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Since the proposed cooperative A3C algorithm uses Gaussian basis function and Gaussian policy, the 

update increment is      1

0

T
a t t t t

t

a f s f s G  






    
 , where     T

t t tp a | s N f s ,   . Fig. 

4.17 describes the Gaussian policy, Gaussian basis function network. 

 
FIGURE 4.17. Policy-based algorithm network 

The policy-based algorithm is generally used to build continuous functions like controller. The optimal 

controllers need the accurate system model, but it is difficult to identify the system exactly because of 

various reasons. The policy-based algorithm could approximate the optimal controller from offline 

learning process. Fig. 4.18 show the example simulation of simple controller trained by policy gradient 

learning algorithm, which is one of representative algorithm for policy-based learning. The controller 

network is trained from 100 times repeated scenario, and Fig. 4.18 (a) show the trained network. The it 

is similar to the P controller in error range from -5 to 5, and the other range seems not to be trained. Fig. 

4. 18 (b) shows the state converge the setpoint well. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

FIGURE 4.18. Simulation for policy gradient learning controller 
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An actor-critic is one of the successful representative algorithms for the reinforcement learning. The 

actor-critic reinforcement learning algorithm uses two networks called critic network and actor network. 

The prior learning methods train the network on offline environment and then install the well-trained 

network on the system because the network is updated once at a scenario. However, needs of real-time 

implementation and adaptiveness of learning process arise, so the actor-critic learning was developed 

by [76]. Since the real-time system can only access the earned reward in the past, the expected rewards 

need to be estimated for each timesteps. Therefore, the critic network estimates the reword. The critic 

network evaluates the actions and state, and then the actor network is updated based on the evaluation 

and provides action recommendation. For the proposed algorithm, the 1-step temporal difference 

method is used for the critic network update like Q-learning, but it is parameterized network, which is 

called Deep-Q-learning developed by [77], and the policy gradient method is used for the actor network. 

Fig. 4.19 is result of simulation for actor-critic learning controller. The simulation scenario is same with 

the simulation on Fig. 4.18, but the actor-critic learning executes only single scenario and train the 

networks in real-time. Therefore, the exploration period is shown until about 500th timestep. It is 

significant advantage comparing to the policy gradient learning executing 100 times to train the network.  

 
FIGURE 4.19. Simulation for actor-critic learning controller 

The advantage actor-critic learning (A2C) and asynchronous advantage actor-critic learning (A3C) [78] 

have significant improvements, but the major enhancements are only explained. First, the A2C 

decreases the variance on estimation, so it improves the learning stability and reliability from the actor-
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critic method by using advantage function. Furthermore, A3C uses parallel computation for faster and 

uncorrelated learning. The proposed method is based on the philosophy of A3C algorithm, so each 

UAVs act like workers, and share the incremental gradient for update each other, and each UAV update 

itself. Therefore, the computational load is released which is the major disadvantage of the A3C. 

Moreover, A3C increases the entropy factor to encouraging exploration by generates various 

experiences for workers, but the proposed method suppresses the exploration for safety. However, each 

UAV already have different circumstances and scenarios because each UAV have different relative 

geometry and interaction on formation, so the excessive exploration is not needed. The specific learning 

algorithm design for the cooperative A3C-based disturbance observer is explained on the following 

sections.  

4.2.5.2. Actor-critic design 

V. R. Konda and J. N. Tsitsiklis introduced the actor-critic algorithm which estimate the expected reward 

with value-based learning [76], so that the system could update the neural network for the controller 

while it executes the mission. Therefore, the actor-critic-based controller is adaptive and robust for the 

complex environments, which satisfies the requirement for the net disturbance rejection feedforward 

controller. The basic actor-critic learning will be derived for the net disturbance rejection feedforward 

controller, and the novel improved update method for the formation system will be introduced.  

First of all, the control purpose is minimizing the position error, and it could be expressed as the reward 

function (4-20). 

𝑅
( )

= − 𝜌
( )  (4-20) 

Furthermore, the learning algorithm should be updated to maximize not only the instant reward but also 

entire reward of scenario, so the expected reward will be estimated with critic network,  t tQ s ,a . 

Since the expected reward is not deterministic value, it follows the stochastic profile, which is called a 

policy, 𝑝(𝜏).  

Finding the optimal policy to maximize the value function is the goal, so the policy, 𝑝(𝜏), is designed 

as a parameterized neural network, and it will be updated to the optimal function. Since the actor is 

parameterized with 𝜃 and it follow Gaussian policy, it can be expressed with combination of weights 

and activation functions like     T
t t tp a |s N f s ,   . The parameter 𝜃 is a weight matrix and 

it should be updated to maximize the value function, so the actor network is updated with increment of 

     lna t t t tp a |s Q s ,a   , where   is learning weight. The actor network is designed as single 
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layer and uses gaussian policy for the proposed system, so the actor network update can be organized 

as (4-21). 

𝜃 ← 𝜃 + 𝛼 Σ 𝑎 − 𝜽 ∙ 𝒇𝜽(𝑠 ) 𝒇𝜽(𝑠 )𝑄(𝑠 , 𝑎 )  (4-21) 

The 𝑎  is the action caused by the actor neural network, so 𝑎  is 𝑢 − 𝐹  where 𝑢  is the final 

control input to be injected into the UAV, and 𝐹  is the LFPF control. 

𝜃 ← 𝜃 + 𝛼 Σ 𝑢 − 𝐹 − 𝜽 ∙ 𝒇𝜽(𝑠 ) 𝒇𝜽(𝑠 )𝑄(𝑠 , 𝑎 )  (4-22) 

The 𝑄(𝑠 , 𝑎 ) on (4-22) is difficult to get analytically, so it also designed to the neural network and 

need to be parameterized with parameter   and updated to maximize the reward. Update method for 

critic is used the 1-step temporal difference method, which could be described as the equation (4-23). 

𝜔 ← 𝜔 − 𝛼 2 𝑄 − (𝑅 + 𝛾𝑄 ) ∙ 𝒇𝝎 (4-23) 

4.2.5.3. Disturbance observer application2 

The designed actor-critic disturbance observer is proved with application, moving target landing. The 

research investigates actor-critic learning control strategy and artificial potential path planning for 

moving target landing of UAV. For the precise guidance to the moving target, the shaped 3-dimensioal 

surface which has artificial potential field is designed. 

The shape is cylinder shape constructed to guide the UAV to the moving target. The bottom of the 

cylindrical surface tracks the landing spot, and the surface generates the repulsive potential to the 

normal direction of the surface. It guides the UAV to the center of the cylinder, so the UAV could be 

guided to the landing spot precisely. Moreover, the attraction potential is generated from the landing 

point as 
1

2
T

ak   , where   is relative position vector to the landing spot.  

In addition, the disturbance is observed by two terms, actor-critic network, and low-pass filter observer. 

The actor-critic network is designed as the description on the section 4.2.5.2, and the low-pass filter-

based observer is designed as (4-24), which helps the actor-critic network while it is trained. 

 u

p

v
ˆ v





   (4-24) 

p  is the filter parameter, and v  and uv  are low-pass filtered signals of UAV movement and input 

signal, respectively. Therefore, the final control for UAV is designed as (4-25). 

 
2 This section contains the research which is on reviewing for publish on journal. 
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 T
a a

ˆ ˆu P kv W        (4-25) 

P is total potential field, 2 tk v  is velocity feedforward of the target UGV, T
a aŴ   is trained network. 

The experiment is processed with 330 sized quad-rotor UAV and an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV). 

The UGV is manually controlled to track the circular trajectory, and the UAV controlled by the proposed 

control to land on the moving UGV. Motion capture cameras measures the position of the UAV and 

UGV with high resolution and sampling rate, about 0.5mm and 240Hz, respectively. The measured data 

is collected on the control PC, and PC distributes the data to the single board computer on the UAV 

which processes the proposed control algorithm. The algorithm computes the attitude command, and it 

is provided to the Pixhawk, the flight control unit. The proposed control is operated with 120Hz.  

The disturbance is generated by electrical fan to examine the performance of the disturbance observer. 

The wind is applied on the middle of the trajectory, so it is affected as gust. Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21 show 

the experimented trajectory and the position and velocity performance comparison with PD controller, 

respectively. Fig. 4.20 (b) shows that the UAV land the target well with the proposed controller, but the 

UAV using PD controller cannot land well on the target. Fig. 4.21 (a) compares position control 

performance between the proposed controller and PD controller. The z-directional result clearly shows 

the better performance of the proposed controller.   

 

(a) 
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(b) 

FIGURE 4.20.  UAV landing with disturbance observer experiment trajectory 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

FIGURE 4.21.  UAV landing with disturbance observer experiment result (a)Position comparison (b)Velocity 

comparison  

4.2.5.4. Formation asynchronous learning 

The actor-critic learning algorithm provide real-time learning and action scheme, but the learning 

convergence is comparatively slow, and the result could be biased. Those disadvantages could be critical 

to the UAV formation performance. Therefore, A3C learning algorithm is applied for the system, which 

reduces the bias and learning period by using asynchronous parallel updating method. A3C executes 

independent scenarios and collect information from them as few steps of batch. The batches are 

collected on the update center and update the parameters independently. Therefore, the learning speed 

is almost proportionally faster than the single scenario actor-critic learning method, and furthermore, 

according to the [73], it sometimes shows the super linear characteristic.  

However, the critical disadvantage of the parallel learning is that it requires huge computational cost. 

Since it executes the independent multiple scenarios at the same time, it requires multiple processor 

cores to run multiple thread. This scale of huge computational cost could be problematic for the single 

board companion computers on the UAVs. Therefore, the novel update architecture for the UAV 

formation system is proposed to deal with the huge computational load problem.  
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FIGURE 4.22. Cooperative neural network learning 

Fig. 4.24 describes the proposed decentralized weight update procedure. Each UAVs executes a single 

scenario, but they share the collected batch. Therefore, each UAV could obtain multiple batches at a 

time, so it brings the same amount of learning effect with A3C learning but it requires only a single 

process thread for each UAV.  

Algorithm 4 Cooperative A3C 

1: input: n=batch length 

2: Initialize: 𝜃, 𝜔, 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ (only for the start algorithm) 

3: 𝑢 = 𝐹 _ + 𝑎 , (𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, 𝑎 ~𝑁(𝜽 ∙ 𝒇𝜽(𝑠 ); Σ)) 

4: Collect batch: [𝑠 , 𝑎 , 𝑠 ] 

5: if 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ ≥ 𝑛 do 

6:  Share batch to other UAVs 

7: 
 

𝜃 ← 𝜃 +
𝛼

𝑛
Σ 𝑎 − 𝜽 ∙ 𝒇𝜽(𝑠 ) 𝒇𝜽(𝑠 )𝑄(𝑠 , 𝑎 )  

8:  for j=each shared neighbor batches 

9: 
  

𝜃 ← 𝜃 +
𝛼

𝑛
Σ 𝑎 ( ) − 𝜽 ∙ 𝒇𝜽 𝑠 ( ) 𝒇𝜽 𝑠 ( ) 𝑄(𝑠 ( ), 𝑎 ( ))  

10:  end 

11: 
 

𝜔 ← 𝜔 −
2𝛼

𝑛
𝑄 − (𝑅 + 𝛾𝑄 ) ∙ 𝒇𝝎(𝑠 )  

12:  for j=each shared neighbor batches 

13: 
  

𝜔 ← 𝜔 −
2𝛼

𝑛
𝑄 ( ) − 𝑅 ( ) + 𝛾𝑄 ( ) ∙ 𝒇𝝎(𝑠 ( ))  

14:  end 

15:  Clear batch 

19: end 
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4.2.5.5. Cooperative robust control 

 
FIGURE 4.23. Cooperative A3C disturbance observer feedforward structure for simulation 

The estimated disturbance needs to be rejected, so the feedforward controller is used. Fig. 4.25 describes 

the control system with cooperative A3C disturbance observer. The disturbance observer receives the 

estimated state from the formation and the neighbor estimator and estimate the tension according to the 

neighbor movement. The estimated tension is added to the formation controller as feedforward term 

like (4-26). It is simulated on the next section. 

       
1

N
i ij ij

v att adr form f
j

ˆu U U U K T


      
 

  (4-26) 

attU  is attractive potential explained in (4-1), 
 ij
adrU  is adaptive repulsive potential between ith and jth 

UAV described on (4-14), and  ij
formU  is formation potential between ith and jth UAV described on (4-10). 

fK  is feedforward gain, and T̂  is estimated disturbance. 

4.2.5.6. Simulation 

The decentralized A3C algorithm is simulated with following conditions. Two UAVs hover on 5m above 

the ground, and the setpoints are [0,0,5] and [6,6,5], respectively. They carry a net, so the tension 

disturbs the UAVs to get to the setpoints. The P-PID cascade controller is used for the first simulation, 

and the cooperative A3C-based disturbance observer is used to estimate the disturbance and reject the 

disturbance by feedforward term for the second simulation. Fig. 4.26 shows the comparison result of 

simulation. There are almost 0.7m of position error on x-y plan without the decentralized A3C 

feedforward controller. However, the UAVs could converge to the setpoint by support of the proposed 

feedforward controller.  
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FIGURE 4.24. Cooperative A3C disturbance observer simulation result 
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